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I.

1
2

Q.

Please state your name, address, and position with Northwest Natural Gas
Company (“NW Natural” or “Company”)

3
4

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A.

My name is Sean Borgerson. My business address is 220 NW Second Avenue,
Portland, Oregon 97209. I am currently the Tax Director for NW Natural.

5
6

Q.

Please summarize your educational background and business experience.

7

A.

I graduated from Washington State University with a B.A. in Business

8

Administration. I am a licensed Certified Public Accountant in the State of

9

Oregon.

10

I have over twenty-two years of corporate tax and related financial

11

reporting experience. Prior to joining NW Natural in 2014, I worked with Deloitte

12

Tax LLP for seventeen years. While with Deloitte, I specialized in corporate and

13

partnership taxation, financial accounting for income taxes, and internal control

14

environments for income tax. I also represented clients before federal and state

15

taxing authorities, was a national tax technical training facilitator, and served as a

16

coach and mentor to other tax professionals. At NW Natural, I oversee the

17

accounting, compliance, planning, and analysis of direct and indirect taxes, as

18

well as the continued technical and professional development of the internal tax

19

function.

20

Q.

What is the purpose of your testimony?

21

A.

In this testimony, I discuss the current status of the recent federal income tax

22

reform changes with respect to NW Natural’s Oregon utility operations, provide
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1

an overview of the tax reform changes, address the proposals and concerns of

2

the Staff of the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (“Staff”), the Oregon

3

Citizens’ Utility Board (“CUB”), and the Alliance of Western Energy Consumers

4

(“AWEC”), and describe the Company’s proposals to reflect the effects of the

5

federal tax reform in ratemaking.
II.

6

A. Overview of the Tax Cuts and Job Act

7
8

Q.

Please provide an overview of the TCJA and how it impacts NW Natural’s
federal income taxes.

9
10

THE TAX CUTS AND JOBS ACT

A.

On December 22, 2017, United States federal income tax reform, also known as

11

the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, (the “TCJA” or alternatively referred to as “tax

12

reform”) was enacted. The TCJA permanently lowers the U.S. federal corporate

13

income tax rate to 21 percent from the existing maximum rate of 35 percent,

14

effective as of January 1, 2018.

15
16
17

The reduction in the federal corporate income tax rate results in three
different matters for regulatory consideration:
1.

Whether the income tax expense in NW Natural’s general rate case

18

filing, for utility rates effective November 1, 2018, reflects the lower

19

federal income tax rate;

20
21

2.

Whether NW Natural should defer any estimated net benefit from
the lower income tax rate, for the period January 1, 2018 through
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October 31, 2018 (the “Interim Period Deferral”), and if so, what is

2

an appropriate treatment for this deferral; and
3.

3

Whether NW Natural deferred any benefit from the net decrease in

4

its cumulative utility deferred income tax liability balances, recorded

5

upon enactment in 2017 (“Excess Deferred Income Taxes” or

6

“EDIT Deferral”), and if so, what is an appropriate treatment for this

7

deferral.
These three regulatory matters are all a result of the TCJA, but they are

8

distinctly separate issues which originally occurred, or will occur, during different

9
10

calendar periods. Please see the timeline included as Figure 1 below for

11

reference.

12

Figure 1.

13

B. Reduced Income Tax Expense in the General Rate Case

14

Q.

the revenue requirement for the Company’s rate case.

15
16

Please describe the status of the adjustment to reflect the lower tax rate in

A.

The reduction to income tax expense has been fully reflected in the general rate

17

case (“GRC”) as currently filed and no further action is necessary. No parties are

18

currently proposing alternative positions to this element of tax reform. The GRC
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revenue requirement in the supplemental filing by NW Natural, dated March 20,

2

2018, was reduced to reflect the lower federal income tax rate made available by

3

the TCJA. The supplemental NW Natural testimony1 stated that the revenue

4

requirement in the general rate case was updated to reflect the reduction of the

5

federal corporate income tax rate from 35 percent to 21 percent.

6

Q.

has been reflected in the revenue requirement?

7
8

Do the other Parties to this general rate case agree that the lower tax rate

A.

Yes. The reduced revenue requirement, and inclusion of the lower federal
income tax expense, was acknowledged by Staff. In Staff’s initial2 and rebuttal3

9
10

testimony, it is acknowledged that NW Natural filed an update to reflect the TCJA

11

as promised and that federal income tax expense decreased in the updated

12

revenue requirement filing. No changes were proposed by Staff with respect to

13

this element of tax reform.
In CUB’s rebuttal testimony4, CUB states that this rate case must

14
15

incorporate the lower tax rate. It does not appear that CUB is proposing a

16

change to this element of tax reform.
In AWEC’s rebuttal testimony5, it appears that no changes are currently

17

being proposed to this element of tax reform. However, AWEC reserved the right

18

1

NW Natural/1200, McVay/Page 1 and 2

2

Staff/100, Gardner/46

3

Staff/1400, Gardner/3

4

CUB/300, Jenks/6 and 7

5

AWEC/500, Mullins/1 and 2
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to re-address issues, including perhaps this one, if the settlement in principle

2

reached on June 12, 2018 is not able to be finalized in writing.

3

C. Interim Period Deferral

4

Q.

Deferral.

5
6

Please describe the Interim Period and the Company’s Interim Period

A.

NW Natural’s rates have not yet been adjusted to reflect tax reform. Beginning

7

January 1, 2018, NW Natural’s regulated utility income tax expense is lower as a

8

result of the decrease in the federal income tax rate. This situation will persist

9

until rates are reset from this proceeding on November 1, 2018. I refer to the

10

Interim Period as the time period beginning January 1, 2018, when the TJCA

11

took effect, and the date when NW Natural’s rates will be reset from this

12

proceeding.
NW Natural filed a TCJA related deferral application6 with the Public Utility

13
14

Commission of Oregon (“OPUC” or “Commission”) on December 29, 2017. In

15

addition, Staff filed a deferral application7 on December 29, 2017 with respect to

16

the TCJA implications for NW Natural. As a result, regulatory deferral accounting

17

is being utilized to defer the estimated net benefits associated with tax reform

18

during the Interim Period. The deferral began on January 1, 2018, the effective

19

date of the TCJA, and is expected to continue through October 31, 2018. The

20

deferral will no longer be needed following that date because new utility rates

6

UM 1919

7

UM 1924
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that reflect the lower federal income tax rate will become effective in this GRC on

2

November 1, 2018.
Each month during the interim deferral period NW Natural is recording a

3
4

reduction to revenue for the estimated net benefit, which includes a gross up for

5

income taxes, and recording the offsetting balance to a regulatory liability

6

account. The regulatory liability balance also accrues interest to the benefit of

7

customers.
NW Natural filed an update to the original deferral application8 on April 16,

8
9

2018. To estimate the net reduction to income tax expense from the TCJA, NW

10

Natural is utilizing a 2018 results of operations report format to perform a “with”

11

and “without” TCJA calculation. This methodology is consistent with the

12

approach outlined by NW Natural at the tax workshop held on February 28, 2018,

13

and the follow up direction provided via email by Staff’s counsel at the Oregon

14

Department of Justice.
NW Natural is forecasting the anticipated net income tax benefit in

15
16

Oregon, from the lower federal income tax rate, for the full ten month deferral

17

period in 2018. This net income tax benefit is then grossed up for taxes which

18

converts it into an excess revenue collected amount. A portion of the ten month

19

excess revenue deferral is recorded each month based on the relative Oregon

20

utility revenues in that month compared to anticipated Oregon revenues for the

21

full ten months.

8

UM 1919
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1

The amount recorded each month, using deferred accounting, is a portion

2

of a total ten month estimate. Until the full ten month deferral period has passed,

3

and the accounting for those ten months is complete, the deferral amount will not

4

be sufficiently settled. We anticipate that the accounting for the ten month

5

deferral period will be completed in November of 2018, and that the data for an

6

earnings test will be available after that.

7

Q.

Please describe Staff’s position regarding the Interim Period Deferral.

8

A.

Staff has not recommended that the Interim Period Deferral be addressed as part
of this GRC. Staff has noted9 that it may be appropriate to capture the Interim

9

Period Deferral as part of the deferral dockets (UM 1919 and UM 1924).

10
11

Q.

How do you respond to Staff’s position?

12

A.

NW Natural believes that the Interim Period Deferral should be addressed in the

13

deferral dockets. The TCJA is a complex issue and we support continued

14

discussion to ensure that the parties are fully informed on the issues. Additional

15

workshops and discussions will take time, and that is why we propose using the

16

active deferral docket, rather than this GRC, to address the Interim Period

17

Deferral. Additionally, as described above, more information is necessary before

18

the precise deferral and appropriate amortization can be calculated, and this

19

information will not be available at the time new rates are put into effect from this

20

proceeding.

21

Q.

9

Please describe AWEC’s position regarding the Interim Period Deferral.

Staff/1400, Gardner/10 and 11
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A.

AWEC argues10 that the amount of a deferral, and its amortization schedule, are

2

matters commonly reserved for general rate cases and not deferral dockets.

3

AWEC has recommended that the Commission amortize the Interim Period

4

Deferral in base rates, but AWEC would not object to addressing the Interim

5

Period Deferral through a supplemental schedule. In either event, AWEC

6

recommends that the Interim Period Deferral begin amortizing in utility rates at

7

the same time as the rate effective date for the GRC.
AWEC proposes11 to use a formula to calculate the Interim Period Deferral

8

benefit, which, “…can be performed without considering the utility’s results….”

9

AWEC calculates the Interim Period Deferral to be $7,916,553.

10

AWEC outlines a list of proposals for the Interim Period Deferral that it

11
12

considers unchallenged as a result of the Company’s proposed deference to the

13

deferral application dockets. For example:


14

Interim Period Deferral in base rates.

15



16

AWEC proposes that interest on the deferred interim period balance be
accrued at the Company’s pre-tax cost of capital.

17



18

AWEC proposes the use of a sinking fund method for amortizing tax
savings.

19
20

AWEC recommends using a two year amortization period for the

Q.

How do you respond to AWEC’s positions?

10

AWEC/500, Mullins/12

11

AWEC/200, Mullins/12
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A.

The Company disagrees that the Interim Period Deferral should be addressed in

2

this GRC. As mentioned above, there are ongoing deferral dockets to address

3

this complex issue. The Commission has not yet approved NW Natural or Staff’s

4

deferral applications, and there are several questions on this issue that are yet to

5

be resolved by the Commission. For example, the Commission has not had the

6

opportunity to resolve the final methodology for calculating the Interim Period

7

Deferral and how an earnings test under the deferral statute should be applied to

8

the Interim Period Deferral. Additionally, the Company will not be able to

9

calculate the amount of the deferral until sometime after rates go into effect after
this GRC.

10

Additionally, it is my understanding that it would be appropriate for the

11
12

Commission to address the Interim Period Deferral outside of a rate case based

13

on the Commission’s directives on this topic. The Commission has previously

14

stated12 that, “deferred accounting allows rates to be adjusted outside of a

15

general rate case when certain expenses or revenues arise that are deemed

16

exceptional.” The TCJA is an exceptional event that would warrant separate

17

processing outside of this GRC. I address AWEC’s other arguments below.

18

Q.

Do you think this is fair treatment for ratemaking?

19
20

AWEC proposes to amortize the Interim Period Deferral through base rates.

A.

No, I do not. The Interim Period Deferral is tracking a one-time event for the
reduction in income tax expense from January 1, 2018 through October 31,

21

12

Order 09-316, Page 14
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1

2018. At the end of the period, we will know exactly what those deferred

2

amounts are, and at that time we will no longer be deferring the net benefit.

3

AWEC’s proposal to amortize this one-time event in base rates would result in an

4

ongoing annual reduction to rates, even after the full amount of the Interim Period

5

Deferral had been amortized. This does not appear to be a fair resolution. The

6

known deferred amounts for the Interim Period Deferral should begin amortizing

7

in utility rates on a schedule that captures the one-time event only. NW Natural

8

is open to discussing how this will happen in the deferral dockets or in relation to

9

reducing the balance in the Pension Balancing Account as suggested by CUB in
its Rebuttal Testimony.

10
11

Q.

$7,916,553?

12
13

Do you agree to AWEC’s calculation of the Interim Period Deferral of

A.

No. As mentioned above, we are currently deferring these amounts and they will

14

not be known until sometime after October 31, 2018. The Company does not

15

wish to delay the amortization of deferred amounts to ratepayers, but does find

16

AWEC’s proposal problematic. The deferral period ends on the day prior to the

17

effective date of rates in the GRC, and as a result, the final actual amount

18

deferred will not be available on the effective date for the GRC.

19

AWEC’s calculation of the proposed amount is also performed without

20

considering the utility’s actual results. This approach is inconsistent with deferral

21

accounting and would be in conflict with direction provided to NW Natural

22

following the February tax workshop on the TCJA.
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Q.

Period Deferral?

2
3

Does NW Natural object to using a two-year amortization for the Interim

A.

We object to a two-year amortization in base rates, but we are open to

4

discussing a two-year amortization of the Interim Period Deferral in a separate

5

schedule when we know the final deferred amounts for the Interim Period

6

Deferral, and after the earnings test is determined.

7

Q.

Does NW Natural object to accruing interest on the Interim Period Deferral?

8

A.

No, NW Natural is currently accruing interest on the Interim Period Deferral in the
customers’ favor based on its authorized after-tax cost of capital, as is the usual

9

case with deferrals that are not yet subject to amortization.

10
11

Q.

tax savings?

12
13

Does the Company object to using the sinking fund method for amortizing

A.

The Company is unable to find a reference to sinking funds in the direct
testimony of AWEC, and as a result, does not take a position at this time.

14
15

Q.

Please describe CUB’s position on this topic.

16

A.

CUB has not made a proposal for the ratemaking treatment of the Interim Period

17

Deferral, but noted that the Interim Period Deferral could be used to offset the

18

balance of the Pension Balancing Account.13

19

Q.

Would NW Natural consider offsetting the Pension Balancing Account with
the Interim Period Deferral?

20

13

CUB/300, Jenks/5.
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A.

As more fully discussed in the Surrebuttal Testimony of Brody Wilson, NW

2

Natural is open to using the customer benefits resulting from the TCJA to lower

3

the balance of the Pension Balancing Account. We think this is a creative

4

solution to an issue that has a shared concern among the Parties.
III.

5

EXCESS DEFERRED INCOME TAXES DEFERRAL

6

Q.

Please recap what deferred taxes are, and how they come about.

7

A.

Accumulated deferred income tax assets and liabilities (ADIT) generally

8

represent the cumulative difference between total income tax expense and

9

income taxes paid (total income tax expense = current income taxes + deferred

10

income taxes). ADIT primarily arises when accelerated and/or bonus

11

depreciation provides for a temporary delay of a portion of income taxes payable

12

until later in a new asset’s operating life. In short, deferred taxes are created

13

when there is a timing difference between a utility’s income tax expense for book

14

purposes, and its income taxes paid for the same period.

15

NW Natural avails itself of available methods to accelerate tax recovery of

16

plant assets as part of normal income tax planning. These benefits are passed

17

on to customers through a recognition that they provide the utility with interest-

18

free financing for a time, and therefore they warrant an offset to the utility’s rate

19

base. For these reasons, Staff and other interested parties require utilities to

20

take advantage of these opportunities. For example, Staff recently argued that,

21

in the case of a different utility, failing to claim bonus depreciation would be,
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1
2

Q.

result of the TCJA.

3
4

Please explain the remeasurement of deferred taxes that was required as a

A.

Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 740, issued by the Financial

5

Accounting Standards Board (FASB), requires remeasurement of deferred tax

6

liabilities and deferred tax assets for the effects of a change in tax laws or rates

7

in the period that includes the enactment date (December 22, 2017) of the TCJA.

8

An entity with a calendar fiscal year-end, like NW Natural, was required to

9

recognize the effects of the federal legislation in December 2017.

10

Q.

account the TJCA?

11
12

Did NW Natural remeasure its deferred tax liabilities and assets to take into

A.

Yes. Federal ADIT was remeasured in December of 2017, the enactment period

13

of the TCJA, using the newly lowered income tax rate. The change in ADIT was

14

determined by measuring the federal temporary differences using a 21 percent

15

federal statutory income tax rate and comparing this result to the federal ADIT

16

balance existing immediately prior to the remeasurement. The change in ADIT,

17

or excess deferred income tax (EDIT) amount, was recorded as a net reduction

18

in ADIT with an offsetting entry to a new regulatory liability account.

19

Q.

Has NW Natural taken actions to ensure that the appropriate benefit from
the remeasurement of deferred taxes can be provided to customers?

20

14

UG 305 Staff/100, Gardner/17
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A.

Yes. NW Natural has accounted for these benefits to customers, and taken all of

2

the necessary steps to preserve them. The TCJA-related deferral applications15

3

filed by NW Natural and Staff in December addressed the deferral of the excess

4

deferred income taxes benefit, in addition to the interim period of reduced tax

5

expense. The deferral application update, filed by NW Natural in April of 2018,

6

also noted that the EDIT benefit recorded at the end of 2017 is being deferred.
NW Natural’s books clearly reflect the EDIT benefit deferral to be used to

7
8

benefit customers. ASC 980, also issued by the FASB, indicates that if the

9

Company determines that, as a result of a regulatory action, it is probable that

10

the reduction in income tax expense, recorded in 2017 as a result of the deferred

11

tax remeasurement, will accrue to the benefit of customers, then the income tax

12

benefit should be reversed and a regulatory liability should be recorded. This

13

occurred in December 2017. The regulatory liability for excess deferred income

14

taxes was recorded in 2017 as a result of the Company’s view of the probable

15

regulatory outcome, which is that customers will receive the benefits of excess

16

deferred taxes related to the utility. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

17

(FERC) guidance in AI93-5-000 mirrors the guidance in ASC 980 on this topic.

18

NW Natural’s books reflect adherence to both of these guidelines.

19

The new regulatory liability balance includes a gross up for income taxes

20

at the newly enacted tax rate, and represents the estimated EDIT anticipated to

15

UM 1919 and UM 1924
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1

accrue to the future benefit of customers. The balances are comprised of both

2

plant and non-plant related EDIT.

3

Q.

recorded?

4
5

Is there any uncertainty with respect to the amounts of EDIT that have been

A.

Yes. In discovery between NW Natural and Staff during this GRC16, it was noted

6

that the system-wide estimated EDIT balance recorded for financial statement

7

purposes was $156.8 million, as of December 31, 2017. As mentioned above,

8

an additional estimated liability of $56.5 million, to reflect a gross up for income

9

taxes, was also recorded. Elements of the deferral, however, continue to be

10

estimates which are insufficiently settled. There are a number of unsettled items

11

which could result in a change to the deferral recorded at the end of 2017, but

12

two are responsible for the greatest potential change. The first is that the US

13

Treasury has announced their intention to issue clarifying guidance on certain

14

elements of the TCJA, including the availability of bonus depreciation for utilities

15

during the last quarter of 2017, and certain inputs from the federal corporate

16

income tax reform for 2017 will just not be available until the return is completed

17

and filed in October of 2018. As a result, a portion of the deferral recorded will

18

continue to be an estimate until late in 2018.
As noted in the tax workshop, held on February 28, 2018, there are also a

19
20

number of other uncertainties that may result in changes to the currently

21

recorded balance. These include, but are not limited to:

16

UG 344 OPUC DR 411 NWN Response
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1

NW Natural’s federal income tax return is generally subject to

2

examination by the Internal Revenue Service on an annual basis

3

immediately after filing. The IRS may not agree with positions as

4

reported on the return that could result in changes to these balances.


5

State legislatures are currently reviewing the impact of tax reform on

6

state tax revenues. The deliberations of state legislatures may result

7

in new laws or tax rates that could result in changes to these balances.

8

Q.

customers?

9
10

Do these uncertainties affect the ability to pass the benefits on to

A.

Because of the above uncertainties, the Company has not sought to implement a

11

treatment of the EDIT ratemaking in the rate case, but considered the deferral

12

application docket a better vehicle. The Commission could, in that docket, gain

13

greater information and clarity about the amounts, and also consider in that

14

separate docket the application of the earnings test, which applies to deferrals.

15

Q.

What is the impact on customers if the benefits of the EDIT are not passed

16

on to customers in this case, and instead determined in the separate

17

deferral docket?

18

A.

Customers will continue to receive a benefit in the interim time period. The

19

calculation of rate base, as included in the GRC revenue requirement model,

20

continues to include a reduction to rate base for the full amount of the EDIT

21

recorded upon enactment of the TCJA at the end of 2017. As a result,

22

customers will continue to benefit from the excess deferred income taxes in the
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1

revenue requirement determination at the authorized rate of return until the

2

deferral process is concluded.

3

Q.

deferred taxes be provided to customers?

4
5

Through what methods could the benefit of the TCJA-related excess

A.

There are a number of ways that customers could receive the benefit of the

6

excess deferred income taxes. These options are not mutually exclusive and

7

they could be used in combination. One area of concern is the varying degrees

8

of impact on operating cash flows from the available options.17 The methods

9

include:

10

1) Bill Credits – Customer bill credits would result in a dollar for dollar

11

reduction of the excess deferred income tax balance. The reduction in the

12

excess deferred income tax balance would also result in an increase to

13

rate base and related revenue requirement.

14

2) Existing Regulatory Asset Offset – Applying excess deferred income

15

taxes as an offset to an outstanding regulatory asset, such as the pension

16

balancing account, would result in a reduction to the customer recovery

17

requirement of the regulatory asset balance and reduce the future interest

18

charge on that balance. The reduction in the excess deferred income tax

17

Moody’s Investors Service, in January of 2018, issued a credit rating downgrade warning with respect to NW
Natural and twenty three other rate regulated utilities. The credit downgrade watch is a direct outcome of federal
income tax reform and includes forecasts of more challenging cash flows. Using a combination of options to benefit
customers, which considers the relative cash flow impacts of each, would be appropriate in an effort to help reduce
downgrade risk and the resulting potential for higher financing costs.
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1

balance would also result in an increase to rate base and related revenue

2

requirement.

3

3) Capital Project Allocation - Applying excess deferred income taxes as

4

an offset to new or existing capital projects would reduce the cost basis of

5

the asset, its cost of recovery inclusion in depreciation, and its

6

corresponding influence on rate base. This would be a permanent

7

reduction to a plant account balance, and the reduction in the excess

8

deferred income tax balance would result in an increase to rate base and

9

related revenue requirement.
NW Natural believes that it would be appropriate, in the separate deferral

10
11

docket, to explore at least the first two options for providing the benefits to

12

customers.

13

Q.

Please describe the proposals and concerns of the other Parties to this

14

general rate case with regards to Excess Deferred Income Taxes Deferral

15

as a result of the TCJA.

16

A.

The parties generally identified three areas where they made proposals or

17

expressed concern. These included 1) the Company’s proposed utilization of the

18

active deferral docket UM 1919 to resolve the treatment of EDIT, 2) views about

19

what normalization requirements dictate with respect to the provision of EDIT-

20

related benefits to customers, and 3) calculations of the amounts that should be

21

provided each year under an amortization of EDIT benefits.
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IV.

1
2

Q.

What did parties argue with respect to the Company’s proposal to use UM
1919 in order to resolve the treatment of EDIT-related benefits?

3
4

UTILIZATION OF THE ACTIVE DEFERRAL DOCKET UM 1919

A.

Staff noted in their rebuttal testimony18 that the deferral docket may be an

5

appropriate course of action for addressing the Interim Period Deferral. Staff

6

argues, however, that NW Natural should make provisions in this GRC for the

7

inclusion in utility rates of the excess deferred income taxes resulting from the

8

TCJA.
AWEC would prefer to address all of the tax deferral matters within this

9
10

general rate case even though the matters are specifically included in two

11

separate and active dockets, UM 1919 and UM 1924. In AWEC’s rebuttal

12

testimony19 they assert that the active TCJA deferral dockets “were established

13

only to deal with the Interim Period” tax deferral. AWEC also argues20 that the

14

amount of a deferral, and its amortization schedule, are matters commonly

15

reserved for general rate cases and not deferral dockets.

16

Q.

What is NW Natural’s view of these positions?

17

A.

For the reasons stated above, NW Natural continues to believe that it would be

18

most efficient, and appropriate to resolve the treatment of EDIT-related benefits

19

in the separate deferral docket.

18

Staff/1400, Gardner/10 and 11

19

AWEC/500, Mullins/8

20

AWEC/500, Mullins/12
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Additionally, NW Natural disagrees with AWEC’s assertion that the

1
2

deferral dockets were intended to deal only with the Interim Period tax deferral.

3

The deferral dockets filed by NW Natural and Staff in December of 2017

4

reference both the reduced tax expense in cost of service and the change or

5

impact to accumulated deferred income taxes. NW Natural believes that the

6

deferral filings clearly address both outstanding TCJA matters.

7
8
9
10

V.

Q.

What did parties argue with respect to the impact of normalization
requirements on the provision of EDIT-related benefits to customers?

11
12

NORMALIZATION REQUIREMENT IMPACT ON COMMISSIONS
AND UTILITIES

A.

AWEC argues in both their original21 and rebuttal22 testimony that the federal

13

income tax normalization requirements, recently enacted as part of the TCJA, 1)

14

prohibit a state commission from establishing cost of service rates that do not

15

take excess tax reserves into consideration, 2) govern the balance sheet

16

financial statement accounting for NW Natural, and 3) prescribe the specific

17

methods that must be used by regulators to account for the excess deferred

18

income tax benefits.

19

Q.

requirements?

20
21

What is your view of AWEC’s statements about normalization

A.

NW Natural would agree that federal normalization requirements should be part

21

AWEC/200, Mullins/8, 9 and 11

22

AWEC/200, Mullins/7
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1

of the regulatory decision making process, but the actual federal income tax

2

legislation does none of the things that AWEC claims.

3

Q.

Please explain further.

4

A.

First, it is important to note that the U.S. federal income tax legislation, or the

5

TCJA, has jurisdiction over one primary thing - NW Natural’s federal income tax

6

return. It does not dictate the required ratemaking by state utility commissions.

7

In other words, the Commission’s decisions are not subject to the jurisdiction of

8

the TCJA. NW Natural’s financial accounting and reporting is governed by

9

accounting standards established by the Financial Accounting Standards Board

10

(FASB), the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), and the

11

Commission’s oversight. It also is not governed by the TCJA. Thus, although

12

the income tax normalization rules should be made a part of ratemaking

13

considerations, they do not govern or specify a particular outcome on their own.

14

The normalization language in the TCJA indicates that a taxpayer, in this

15

case NW Natural, would commit a normalization violation, “if the taxpayer, in

16

computing its cost of service for ratemaking purposes and reflecting operating

17

results in its regulated books of account, reduces the excess tax reserve more

18

rapidly or to a greater extent than such reserve would be reduced under the

19

average rate assumption method.” The language can be broken down into

20

several pieces to be better appreciated:

21
22



“in computing its cost of service for ratemaking purposes and reflecting
operating results in its regulated books of account”: This indicates that
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1

normalization only applies if the benefit of excess deferred taxes is

2

shared with customers. In NW Natural’s case, this applies, because

3

the benefit will be shared with customers. The TJCA does not, in and

4

of itself, however, require this result.


5

“reduces the excess reserve more rapidly or to a greater extent”: This

6

is simply the setting of an upper “speed limit.” It is not setting a

7

specific speed requirement. In other words, the language says that to

8

the extent the benefit is shared with customers, it cannot be done

9

faster than the limit provided for in the law, without other tax
consequences.

10



11

“would be reduced under the average rate assumption method”: The

12

average rate assumption method (“ARAM”) is a specific formulaic

13

method for creating an amortization schedule. So the ARAM

14

amortization schedule is to be used as a benchmark for the speed limit

15

but it is in no way required to be used as the regulatory prescribed

16

result.
AWEC’s rebuttal testimony includes an IRS publication as an exhibit23

17

which states that normalization,

18

limits the rate at which the excess tax reserve may be reduced and flowed
through to the utility's customers in setting rates. It does not require the
utility to flow through the excess tax reserve to its customers, but permits
the utility to do so provided the reduction to cost of service is not more
rapidly than would be under the ARAM.

19
20
21
22
23
24
23

AWEC/503, Mullins/5
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1

This statement by the IRS is consistent with NW Natural’s explanation and

2

interpretation of normalization.
In summary, the normalization rule for excess deferred income taxes

3
4

comes into play when the excess tax reserves are used to benefit customers and

5

the excess tax reserve is reduced more rapidly (or to a greater extent) than the

6

reserve would be reduced under a model amortization schedule (ARAM). There

7

is nothing in the normalization rule that dictates a specific accounting treatment,

8

a time limit for settlement of the excess tax reserves, or requires that the

9

Commission address excess tax reserves in a particular way.
VI.

10
11

Q.

AMOUNTS AMORTIZED FOR THE BENEFIT OF CUSTOMERS

What do the parties propose with respect to the amortization of benefits to
customers?

12
13

A.

Staff and AWEC each argue for different amounts to be amortized to customers.

14

Q.

What is NW Natural’s view of these proposed amounts?

15

A.

The Parties’ proposals do not use an appropriate method for determining the

16

amortization. The Parties, in their proposals for amortization of excess deferred

17

income taxes, utilize a straight-line method similar to the “Reverse South Georgia

18

Method.” The federal normalization rules indicate that the average rate

19

assumption method (ARAM) amortization method is the primary method to be

20

used to develop the annual “speed limit” test. However, the TCJA goes on to

21

provide that if the data to prepare the ARAM schedule is not available, then the

22

Reverse South Georgia Method (RSGM) can be used. A more thorough reading
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1

of the legislation and history clarifies that the data availability test for ARAM vs.

2

RSGM is a vintage-by-vintage one. In other words, if the data exists to prepare

3

an ARAM schedule for every vintage except one, then RSGM can only be used

4

for the one vintage in which the required data to calculate ARAM is not available.

5

Q.

Please elaborate a bit on the ARAM method and the RSGM method.

6

A.

The ARAM method results in an amortization schedule that mimics the timing of

7

when the deferred tax reversal would have been payable to the taxing authorities

8

in the absence of a tax rate reduction. The RSGM method results in an

9

amortization schedule that is straight-line, or ratably, over the remaining
regulatory life of the property.

10
11

Q.

Natural must use?

12
13

What did AWEC state with respect to the method it proposes that NW

A.

AWEC indicates24 that they have requested the underlying vintage data

14

necessary to use the ARAM methodology but NW Natural has been unable to

15

provide it. They surmise that NW Natural has been unable to provide the ARAM

16

data because the data does not exist. As a result, AWEC proposes to use a

17

variant of the RSGM method, for all vintages, as provided in their initial

18

testimony.

19

Q.

Is AWEC’s argument correct?

20

A.

No. Using RSGM, when the data is available to use ARAM, would result in the
use of an incorrect speed limit to measure against the annual customer benefit

21

24

AWEC/500, Mullins/8 and 9
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from excess deferred income taxes and could result in a normalization violation.

1

Additionally, AWEC’s assertions that NW Natural does not have the

2
3

necessary data to conduct the ARAM analysis is incorrect. Although AWEC

4

asserts in testimony that NW Natural has not provided the information necessary

5

to conduct that ARAM analysis, at no time during discovery did AWEC request

6

NW Natural’s estimate of the annual amortization under ARAM or indicate that

7

they were requesting the underlying data necessary to independently calculate

8

ARAM.
During discovery25 AWEC made a single request for book and income tax

9
10

accumulated depreciation, for the years 2017, 2018 and 2019. AWEC requested

11

that this information be provided by FERC account and by vintage, if available.

12

AWEC made no mention that they were attempting to use this information to

13

independently calculate ARAM, but NW Natural speculated they might be. In the

14

data response by NW Natural, which AWEC has attached as an exhibit26 to their

15

rebuttal testimony, NW Natural provided both book and income tax accumulated

16

depreciation for 2017, 2018 and 2019. We provided the data in the exact same

17

format that NW Natural is using internally to prepare our ARAM schedule. In

18

case AWEC was planning to use this data to independently calculate ARAM, we

19

noted in the response that this information alone would be insufficient for that

20

purpose. AWEC made no further requests for data in this regard, nor did they

25

UG 344 NWIGU DR 42, (f) and (g)

26

AWEC/502, Mullins/4
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communicate they wanted data to attempt to calculate ARAM.

1
2

Q.

amortizations of the Excess Deferred Income Tax Deferral Balance?

3
4

Are there other issues with respect to Staff’s and AWEC’s proposed

A.

Yes. In the Parties’ efforts to include benefits from excess deferred income tax in

5

base rates, rather than as a deferred account amortization, they have proposed

6

annual base rate inclusions of excess deferred income taxes that are excessive,

7

use straight-line rather than ARAM amortization, and could result in a

8

normalization violation.

9

Q.

Please elaborate further on AWEC’s calculations.

10

A.

During discovery, NW Natural provided AWEC27 and Staff28 with a copy of the

11

electronic workbook that NW Natural used to calculate excess deferred tax

12

balances at the end of 2017, with all detail fully intact. The workbook clearly

13

noted the remeasured balances to be included in the excess deferred tax

14

regulatory liability account. It is unclear why, but AWEC choose to include over

15

$15 million of ineligible balances from the workbook which overstates their

16

beginning figure underlying their work in this matter. These ineligible balances

17

relate to other plant flow-through differences that were directly benefited to

18

customers in periods before 1981. They are now in the period of flow-back, or

19

collection. The flow-through matter was explained, and references to previous

27

UG 344 NWIGU DR 38

28

UG 344 OPUC DR 411
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orders were provided, during discovery29.

1

AWEC also used a straight-line amortization method, similar to RSGM, for

2
3

plant-related balances, and used a four year amortization period for non-plant

4

balances. They arrived at an annual amortization of $7.435 million30. In addition,

5

AWEC adjusted rate base by the amount of annual amortization31. NW Natural

6

agrees with AWEC that rate base must be adjusted, but it must be adjusted

7

upward when amortization occurs. This is because rate base is reduced for

8

deferred taxes when it represents a cost-free financing benefit to the utility, but

9

when the money is actually provided as a benefit to customers, that financing

10

benefit goes away, and rate base is increased. In this case, AWEC decreased

11

rate base by the amount of the annual amortization. In effect, AWEC almost

12

doubled the annual impact to rates that their approach should have yielded.

13

Also, as stated above, the base number included in the amortization

14

includes ineligible deferred tax balances. As a result, the proposed annual

15

amortization of $13.498 million is excessive and the doubling effect from

16

reducing rate base (as opposed to increasing rate base) would lead to a

17

normalization violation.
AWEC’s proposal to amortize non-plant excess deferred tax balances

18

over four years is also inconsistent with the regulatory life of the underlying

19

29

UG 344 NWIGU DR 3 and 4

30

AWEC/203, Mullins/2

31

AWEC/202, Mullins/1 (Line 6)
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1

regulatory assets. The majority of the non-plant balance relates to a gas

2

reserves investment with scheduled recovery out to the year 2040. In addition,

3

the attempt to include a temporary (four year) amortization in permanent base

4

rates denies NW Natural the opportunity to earn a reasonable return

5

prospectively, and would be an unnecessary and inappropriate approach to

6

ratemaking.

7

Q.

Please elaborate further on Staff’s calculations.

8

A.

Staff’s approach to their proposed annual amortization figure is more thorough in
its use of the data provided. However, the suggested result of $10.00932 million

9
10

of annual amortization is also excessive. The calculation uses straight-line

11

amortization, similar to RSGM, for plant related balances and uses a five-year

12

amortization period for non-plant related balances. Although Staff

13

acknowledges33 that amortization of excess deferred taxes to the benefit of

14

customers would result in a corresponding increase to rate base, the annual

15

figure proposed did not include such an adjustment.
Similar to AWEC, Staff’s proposal to amortize non-plant excess deferred

16
17

tax balances over five years is inconsistent with the regulatory life of the

18

underlying regulatory assets, the largest of which has a current regulatory life

19

that does not end until 2040.

32

Staff/1403, Gardner/1

33

Staff/1400, Gardner/8
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1

Q.

Income Taxes Deferral as a result of the TCJA.

2
3

Please describe the Company’s proposal to address the Excess Deferred

A.

As stated above, and throughout NW Natural’s testimony, NW Natural believes

4

that the details of the calculation of TCJA-related EDIT, and the provision of

5

these benefits to customers should be addressed within the separate deferral

6

docket. NW Natural also believes that Oregon Commission policy and precedent

7

supports this position.

8

Q.

related to EDIT in this rate case proceeding, what approach would you

9

recommend?

10
11

If the Commission were inclined to incorporate a benefit to customers

A.

I would recommend an approach that includes consideration of the ARAM

12

amortization speed limit, the regulatory life of the underlying non-plant assets, an

13

application of an earnings test, and the increase to test period rate base that

14

results from inclusion of this benefit in the GRC. This approach would result in

15

the following outcome:

16

1) An annual base rate inclusion (reduction) of $4.5 million, reflecting

17

amortization of the excess deferred income tax balance allocable to

18

Oregon, beginning with new rates effective November 1, 2018. This figure

19

includes a full gross up for income taxes.

20

2) An annual base rate inclusion (increase) of $419 thousand, reflecting

21

the additional revenue requirement of the rate base increase as a result of

22

benefiting customers through the amortization of the excess deferred
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1

income tax deferral balance through October 31, 2019, the end of the

2

general rate case test year.

3

3) The application of an earnings test, using the 2017 calendar year

4

Oregon Results of Operations report outcome, to the excess deferred

5

income tax deferral recorded in 2017. The result is a reduction of $2.9

6

million to the Oregon allocable portion of the $156,836,030

7

remeasurement balance. This is reflected in the annual amortization

8

figure of $4.5 million.

9

4) The application of an ARAM-based amortization schedule to plant

10

related balances, an amortization period of ten years to other non-plant

11

related balances, and an amortization period of twenty years to the gas

12

reserves-related balance.

13

5) A recognition that the Oregon-allocable portion of the plant and other

14

non-plant balances is 90 percent and the Oregon-allocable portion of the

15

gas reserves investment balance is 100 percent.

16

Q.

If the Commission determines that EDIT-related benefits should be

17

incorporated within utility rates in this case, are there other considerations

18

that they should be aware of?

19

A.

Yes, there are three other considerations. First, another method of amortization

20

that could be used would be to effect a more precise tracking of the amortization,

21

concurrent with the Company’s Purchased Gas Adjustment each year. This

22

could be accomplished by amortizing an amount each year, net of the rate base
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1

increase associated with the provision of EDIT-related benefits. This proposed

2

approach was discussed earlier in the testimony of Kevin McVay.34

3

Second, there is an important connection between the provision of EDIT-

4

related benefits to customers and the pension balancing account at issue in this

5

proceeding. Staff35 and CUB36 have both indicated in their respective rebuttal

6

testimony that applying the annual excess deferred income tax deferral

7

amortization to the pension balancing regulatory asset is a viable option for

8

addressing some of their concerns about NW Natural’s pension balancing

9

account. NW Natural would consider applying all or a portion of the $4.5 million

10

annual amortization to the pension balancing account, rather than as a reduction

11

to base rates. This option could address the parties expressed concerns

12

regarding the longevity of the pension balancing account.

13

Third, around $10.8 million of the Company’s EDIT related to tax reform

14

comes about as a result of the Company’s investment in gas reserves. These

15

benefits likely should be provided to the customers that have paid for gas

16

reserves in their rates, namely sales customers. In other words, there are rate

17

design considerations that also should be explored before the provision of

18

benefits to customers is specified.

34

NW Natural/1500, McVay/Page 21

35

Staff/1500, Fox/4

36

CUB/300, Jenks/5
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1

Q.

Have you prepared an exhibit regarding your proposal for including a
reduction of $4.5 million in base rates to reflect EDIT-related benefits?

2
3

A.

Yes. It is included as NW Natural/2501, Borgerson.

4

Q.

What are the next steps you would propose for dealing with TJCA-related
EDIT benefits?

5
6

A.

As expressed in NW Natural’s UM 1919 deferral application update, filed April

7

16, 2018, NW Natural looks forward to working with the parties to determine the

8

best course for customers to receive the benefit of the excess deferred income

9

tax deferral, and doing so through the deferral docket. Until such time that

10

customers receive that benefit, they will continue to benefit from the lower rate

11

base balance resulting from the excess deferred taxes.

12

Q.

Does this conclude your testimony?

13

A.

Yes it does.

14
15
16
17
18
19
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In 2017, NW Natural recorded a remeasurement of regulated utility deferred income taxes of
$156,836,030 on a system wide basis. The figure is comprised of balances related to plant,
other non-plant, and the non-plant gas reserves investment, in the amounts of $140,618,807,
$5,450,377, and $10,766,846, respectively. The sum of these figures, grossed up for income
taxes, equals $213,306,163 and ties to Staff’s total figure and NW Natural’s 2017 financial
statements. This total is the estimated excess deferred income tax deferral balance on a system
wide basis.

A – System wide deferred tax remeasurement recorded in calendar year 2017
B – The application of the earnings test. $2.9 million applied on an after tax gross up basis (1.36 gross
up) for a total of $3.944 million
C – Amortization rates reflecting ARAM for plant and proposed ten and twenty year lives for non-plant
D – Annual system wide amortization
E – Oregon allocations of the respective annual amortization amounts
F – Oregon allocated annual plant amortization, including income tax gross up
G – Total Oregon allocated annual amortization of plant and non-plant balances
H – The earnings test balance applied to years one through six in a fashion that supports amortization of
$4.5 of annual Oregon amortization (even in early years when the schedule would indicate less)
I – An additional allocation between the first five years to arrive at an equal annual amortization of $4.5
million (works in conjunction with the earnings test application to accelerate amortization)
J – A test summation to indicate that the annual amortization of $4.5 million begins with the new rates
effective in this general rate case effective November 1, 2018 (2 months of 2018)
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I.

1

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

2

Q.

Please state your name, address, and position.

3

A.

My name is Brody Wilson. My business address is 220 NW Second Avenue,

4

Portland, Oregon 97209. My current position is Vice President, Treasurer, Chief

5

Accounting Officer, and Controller at NW Natural.

6

Q.

Please summarize your educational background and business experience.

7

A.

I received a B.A. in Accounting from George Fox University in 2001. From 2001

8

through 2012, I worked at PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP, in the Power and

9

Utilities Assurance practice. I joined NW Natural in 2012 as Accounting Director.

10

In 2013, I was appointed as Controller and Chief Accounting Officer of NW

11

Natural and its subsidiaries. In 2016, I also became Treasurer.

12

Q.

Have you previously provided testimony in this proceeding?

13

A.

No. This will be my first opportunity to provide testimony in UG 344.

14

Q.

Please summarize your surrebuttal testimony.

15

A.

My testimony responds to the Commission Staff (Staff), the Oregon Citizens’

16

Utility Board (CUB) and the Alliance of Western Energy Consumers (AWEC)

17

(collectively “the Parties”) rebuttal testimony regarding NW Natural’s Pension

18

Balancing Account.
II.

19
20
21

Q.

NW NATURAL’S PENSION BALANCING ACCOUNT

Please describe the current status of the Pension Balancing Account and
the Company’s view of the viability of the account.
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A.

As described in the Opening Testimony1 and Reply Testimony2 of Kevin McVay,

2

the Pension Balancing Account mechanism is continuing to function as designed.

3

Since its inception, the balancing account has properly captured the difference

4

between the amount of FAS 87 pension expense the Company is recovering in

5

rates and the actual FAS 87 expense incurred by the company. However, the

6

balance in the account has grown to a level greater than originally forecasted and

7

is not currently expected to decrease to zero in the original time frame projected.

8

For that reason, we have been open to, and engaged in discussions with the

9

Parties about how this should be addressed.

10

Q.

time the mechanism was adopted.

11
12

Please explain why the forecasted balance is higher than anticipated at the

A.

The balance is higher than was expected because the Company’s actual FAS 87

13

pension expense has exceeded the projections at the time it was established.

14

This was due to a number of factors, including lower interest rates than had been

15

assumed at the time the Pension Balancing Account was created, as well as

16

changing requirements around pension funding. As a result, the balance in the

17

Pension Balancing Account grew rapidly because the $3.8 million collected

18

through rates did not provide enough recovery to mitigate the increase in pension

19

expense.

1

NW Natural/200, McVay/Page 19.

2

NW Natural/1500, McVay/Page 35.
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Q.

respect to the Pension Balancing Account mechanism?

2
3

Does NW Natural believe that there should be some adjustments with

A.

Yes. NW Natural believes it would be appropriate to adjust the amount collected

4

in rates and/or utilize other available tools, such as applying NW Natural’s excess

5

deferred income taxes to the balance, to bring down the balance in the Pension

6

Balancing Account. However, as noted in NW Natural/1500, McVay/Page 36,

7

the Stipulation approved in Order No. 11-051 in UM 1475 (“PBA Stipulation”)

8

expressly prohibits any Party from requesting an increase to expense in rates.

9

This is why NW Natural approached the Parties to work together toward an

10

agreed-upon modification to the PBA Stipulation to resolve the shared concern of

11

the greater than expected balance in the Pension Balancing Account.

12

Q.

CUB states in its rebuttal testimony “it is imperative for parties to reach a

13

creative solution leading to the termination of the Pension Balancing

14

Account.” Does NW Natural agree?

15

A.

Generally, yes. The Company believes it is in all Parties’ interest to reduce the

16

Pension Balancing Account to zero over time, as originally intended. However,

17

this goal must be achieved with an approach that is consistent with the originally-

18

approved PBA Stipulation and sound regulatory principles. This can be done by

19

preserving the balancing function while collecting additional amounts from

20

customers. It should not involve terminating the balancing account.

21
22

Q.

Does NW Natural agree with the Parties’ suggestion that solving the
Pension Balancing Account requires a separate docket?
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A.

No. In order to avoid multiple rate changes for customers, NW Natural would

2

prefer to find a solution with the Parties through separate settlement discussions,

3

and then bring that solution forward in this proceeding, so that the agreed-upon

4

solution can be made effective November 1, 2018, concurrent with the outcome

5

of this case. In addition, NW Natural believes that it may be appropriate to utilize

6

available approaches, such as applying excess deferred income taxes to bring

7

down the balance, and increasing the amount recovered in rates (an incremental

8

amount above the $3.8 million currently embedded in rates), which are items that

9

could affect the required levels of rate changes determined in this docket.

10

Q.

Natural willing to discuss a solution in a separate proceeding?

11
12

If the Parties and NW Natural are unable to agree upon a solution, is NW

A.

Yes.
III. SPECIFIC RESPONSE TO THE PARTIES’ REBUTTAL TESTIMONY

13
14

Q.

Please summarize Staff’s position in its Rebuttal Testimony.

15

A.

Staff reiterated its concerns about the Pension Balancing Account initially stated

16

in Staff/300, Fox/28-32. Staff believes that ratepayers are being harmed by the

17

accumulation of interest in the Pension Balancing Account because the account’s

18

growth has outpaced the $3.8 million of annual FAS 87 expense recovered from

19

ratepayers that was designed to bring the balance to zero in the timeframe

20

originally projected. In its rebuttal and cross-answering testimony, Staff agrees

21

with the Company’s Reply Testimony that the amount of pension expense

22

recovered through rates should be increased, but believes that leaving the
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balancing account mechanism in place “masks the portion of the increase that

2

would be applied to interest.” Staff has not at this time proposed a change to the

3

Pension Balancing Account, but much like NW Natural, Staff has identified

4

concerns with the account and expressed optimism that the Parties can resolve

5

the issue by agreeing to modify the PBA Stipulation.

6

Q.

Does NW Natural agree that increasing the amount collected in rates while

7

leaving the mechanism in place masks the portion of the increases that

8

would be applied to interest?

9

A.

No, NW Natural believes that the mechanism is transparent, and that Staff and

10

others could easily obtain any information about the balance in the account, and

11

the interest associated with it. The PBA Stipulation expressly provides for the

12

accrual of interest on the Pension Balancing Account. This was necessary to

13

account for the carrying costs associated with the extended time period for

14

recovery of pension expenses, which was at the very core of the agreement.

15

NW Natural also notes that it has been very open about utilizing different

16

approaches to significantly decrease the balance in the account, which would in

17

turn significantly reduce the absolute level of interest that is accrued over time. If

18

certain approaches are utilized to pay down the account quickly, the increased

19

amount collected from customers will largely be going toward the principle

20

balance and not interest.

21

Q.

Please describe CUB’s position on this issue.
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A.

CUB states that it is “imperative for the parties to reach a creative solution

2

leading to the termination of the Pension Balancing Account.” CUB believes that

3

the Pension Balancing Account must be terminated and pension expense should

4

be increased. According to CUB, the interest accrued on the Pension Balancing

5

Account incentivizes NW Natural to make minimum cash contributions to its

6

pension fund, which would maintain a balance in the Pension Balancing Account

7

longer, rather than bringing the balance to zero. CUB proposes three changes to

8

Pension Balancing Account as part of this docket. CUB proposes to terminate

9

the Pension Balancing Account, reduce the balance by applying NW Natural’s

10

deferred tax expense for the 2018 tax period, and change the interest rate from

11

the Company’s weighted average cost of capital to the Company’s weighed

12

average discount rate for pensions. CUB then proposes to open a new docket to

13

address how the remaining balance in the account should be treated.

14

Q.

this docket?

15
16

Do you agree that the Pension Balancing Account should be terminated in

A.

No. As stated above, there is no need to terminate the mechanism because we

17

are currently looking for solutions about how to address the higher than

18

forecasted balance in it, and we believe there are straight-forward ways to do

19

that, which can be brought to the Commission for review. Summarily terminating

20

the balancing account will not resolve this issue, and in fact, could limit our ability

21

to develop creative solutions to address this issue as CUB suggests.
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Q.

Do you agree with CUB that NW Natural is incentivized to contribute

2

minimum cash contributions allowable to the pension fund because of the

3

Pension Balancing Account?

4

A.

No, I do not. CUB is correct that NW Natural generally does contribute the

5

minimum cash contribution allowed, but this is not related to the existence or

6

functioning of the Pension Balancing Account. The minimum cash contribution

7

that CUB is referring to is the funding that NW Natural is required to make to its

8

“pension fund,” from which benefits to retired pension plan participants are paid.

9

The minimum funding ensures there are no penalties incurred that would

10

increase FAS 87 expense, and we believe the minimum funding can often

11

represent a reasonable contribution level for the pension fund.3
I would also note that any proposal that NW Natural accelerate its

12
13

payments to the pension fund in order to try to bring down FAS 87 expense could

14

have other unanticipated and negative consequences. First, as we have noted

15

throughout this case, NW Natural’s credit ratings are currently significantly

16

strained by delayed recovery or under recovery of costs.4 Any additional cash

17

out-flows in addition to the minimum would significantly hurt the Company’s

18

overall credit position. Additionally, NW Natural wants to avoid a situation where

19

the pension fund itself is over-funded, which has significant tax consequences.

3

The topic of minimum contributions has come up in past dockets, where CUB actually expressed concerns about
utilities contributing above the minimum contribution for pension funds. See UM 1633, CUB/300 Jenks-McGovern/15,
pp. 15-17.

4

Credit Rating Agency Reports - UG 344 OPUC DR 282 Attachment 1
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This could occur if NW Natural funded the pension plan at levels intended to

2

bring down FAS 87 based on a goal of using this as a way to manage the

3

Pension Balancing Account.
NW Natural does not believe it is in anyone’s interest for the pension fund

4
5

to become overfunded, or to put itself in a position where it is unnecessarily

6

putting a strain on cash flows.

7

Q.

On lines 14-16 in UG 344/CUB/300, Jenks/4, CUB states it is unfair for

8

customers to continue to pay interest on this account for the benefit of

9

Company Shareholders, when the customers themselves do not realize a
benefit. Does NW Natural agree with this statement?

10
11

A.

No. NW Natural disagrees that the interest rate is benefitting shareholders, or

12

that the customers do not benefit from the pension balancing account. First, the

13

Company incurs significantly greater borrowing costs to fund the pension plan

14

than it realizes in interest income from the Pension Balancing Account, because

15

the interest is not grossed up for taxes that the Company ultimately has to pay.

16

As such, the Company’s current inability to recover pension expense is harmful

17

to shareholders. The significant continued financing also puts a cash flow strain

18

on the utility, which is not ideal from the Company’s perspective. Second, from

19

the customers’ perspective, customers do benefit by deferring costs which would

20

have been paid under the standard FAS 87 collection in rates. This customer

21

benefit was very much the basis for the original PBA Stipulation, which allowed

22

for interest in recognition of the financing obligation that it created.
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Q.

Please summarize AWEC’s position on the Pension Balancing Account.

2

A.

AWEC believes that the Pension Balancing Account is not functioning as it was

3

originally intended. AWEC recommends that the Commission eliminate the

4

Pension Balancing Account and transition to including FAS 87 expense in rates.

5

AWEC then asserts that NW Natural may not necessarily recover the balance of

6

the Pension Balancing Account if the Commission eliminates the mechanism

7

before the account reaches zero. AWEC would have the Parties perform a year

8

by year analysis of the prudence of NW Natural’s pension accounting during the

9

period that the Pension Balancing Account was active, and then apply an
earnings test derived from the PBA Stipulation.

10
11

Q.

Does NW Natural agree with AWEC’s recommendations?

12

A.

No. For the reasons stated above, NW Natural does not believe it is appropriate

13

to terminate the Pension Balancing Account in this docket. NW Natural also

14

does not agree with AWEC’s proposed method for reviewing the recovery of the

15

Pension Balancing Account as explained further below.

16

Q.

AWEC suggests that reserving the ability to fully recover a long-term

17

mechanism such as the Pension Balancing Account after unwinding half-

18

way through is not appropriate. Does NW Natural agree?

19

A.

No. The basic concept of a balancing account is to allow full recovery over time.

20

The Parties agreed to this mechanism in UM 1475 and NW Natural hopes the

21

Parties will continue supporting full recovery. NW Natural is open to accelerating

22

the period over which the account is now expected to balance to zero. NW
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Natural is not open, however, to a solution that – contrary to the terms of the

2

Stipulation – denies the Company full recovery. NW Natural is also not open to

3

reducing the interest rate that was agreed to by the Parties, and the Commission,

4

which would put NW Natural in the position of being financially harmed by its

5

reliance on the balancing account approach.

6

Q.

earnings test.” Does NW Natural agree?

7
8

A.

No. AWEC misstates the provisions of the PBA Stipulation, which clearly state
that an earnings test applies after the balance in the account becomes negative.

9
10

AWEC states “…under the stipulation the balances must be subject to an

Q.

AWEC states in rebuttal testimony that it will not support a settlement

11

where excess deferred federal income taxes are used to pay down the

12

Pension Balancing Account. Does NW Natural foresee an ability to

13

reconcile a solution with AWEC’s position?

14

A.

Yes. NW Natural sees many options and tools available to pay down the

15

Pension Balancing Account, some of which do not include excess deferred

16

federal income taxes. Similar to the FAS 87 amount agreed to in our last rate

17

case, the Parties could agree on a reasonable amount to be embedded in rates

18

without the use of other tools. NW Natural also notes that the parties have not

19

had much chance to discuss all of the tools available, and hopes that those

20

conversations could be beneficial.

21

Q.

Does this conclude your testimony?

A.

Yes.
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I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

2

Q.

Please state your name, business address, and present occupation.

3

A.

My name is Randolph S. Friedman and my business address is 220 NW Second

4

Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97209. I am employed by NW Natural Gas Company

5

(NW Natural or Company) as the Senior Director, Gas Supply.

6

Q.

7

Are you the same Randolph S. Friedman that previously provided Direct and
Reply Testimony in this docket?

8

A.

Yes, I presented Exhibits NW Natural/1300 and NW Natural/2400.

9

Q.

What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?

10

A.

The purpose of my Surrebuttal Testimony is to present NW Natural’s response to

11

rebuttal testimony filed on June 22, 2018, by the Public Utility Commission of

12

Oregon (Commission) Staff (Staff) and the Citizens’ Utility Board (CUB) in

13

response to my June 4, 2018 Reply Testimony regarding the recommendations

14

made by the Liberty Consulting Group’s (Liberty) Final Report on NW Natural’s

15

optimization activities (the Liberty Report). 1

16

Q.

How is your testimony organized?

17

A.

I have organized my testimony to provide the Company’s response to the

18

arguments raised by Staff and CUB. The Company’s position regarding the Liberty

19

Report, in general, is contained in my Initial and Reply Testimony.

1 The Alliance for Western Energy Consumers (AWEC) filed a letter in lieu of rebuttal testimony
stating that the positions of the parties had already been placed in the record and that AWEC would
present any additional arguments on brief.
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2

II.
Q.

3
4

The Liberty Report

Please describe the basis for the Liberty Report and the information
contained in the Liberty Report.

A.

As set forth in greater detail in my prior testimony, Commission Order No. 15-066

5

issued in Docket No. 1654 directed the parties to that proceeding to form a steering

6

committee to hire a third-party to conduct a study that would examine the risks,

7

costs and benefits of NW Natural’s optimization activities, the assets being utilized

8

for these activities, the allocation between regulated and non-regulated services,

9

and the components of the Company’s system that drive the costs and revenues

10

associated with interstate storage. 2 Consistent with the Commission’s Order,

11

Liberty

12

recommendations regarding the Company’s revenue sharing arrangements for its

13

storage services and optimization activities. 3

was

retained

and

issued

the

Liberty

Report

which

includes

14

In this general rate proceeding, the parties have provided testimony in

15

response to the Liberty Report and the recommendations contained therein. This

16

surrebuttal testimony addresses the two issues raised on rebuttal by Staff and

17

CUB: (1) the appropriate revenue sharing allocation for optimization activities; and

18

(2) whether the Company should be required to include optimization revenues in

19

its results of operation (ROO) report.

2

NW Natural/1300, Friedman/31 citing In the Matter of Northwest Natural Gas Company,
Investigation of Storage and Optimization Sharing, Docket No. UM 1654, Order No. 15-066 at 5
(Mar. 5, 2015).
3

NW Natural/1300, Friedman/31; see also NW Natural/1301.
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III.

Revenue Sharing of Optimization Activities

2

Q.

Please describe the Company’s optimization activities.

3

A.

As set forth in greater detail in my Initial and Reply Testimony, the Company’s

4

optimization activities fall into five general categories: (1) Mist Storage

5

optimization; (2) liquids extraction; (3) commodity contract (portfolio) optimization;

6

(4) pipeline capacity optimization; and (5) off-system storage optimization. 4 The

7

Company has engaged a third-party to manage these optimization activities

8

pursuant to an asset management agreement (AMA).

9

Q.

10
11

Please explain how the Company works with the third-party asset manager
to perform the optimization activities?

A.

The Company’s Gas Supply Department is responsible for negotiating the terms

12

of the AMA arrangement and developing strategies with the third-party optimization

13

partner to maximize value while maintaining reliability standards for core utility and

14

storage service customers. 5 At least one individual in the Gas Supply Department

15

is involved on a daily basis in consultation with the third-party optimization

16

manager to review current positions, assess available resources, and determine

17

new opportunities for optimization. This close working relationship with its

18

optimization partner allows the Company to adapt as needed to changing market

19

conditions and customer requirements, and to undertake long-term strategies that

20

result in higher values for customers. 6

21
22

Q.

Did the Liberty Report include a specific recommendation regarding these
optimization activities.

4

NW Natural/1300, Friedman/13.

5

NW Natural/1300, Friedman/13.

6

NW Natural/1300, Friedman/13.
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A.

No. The Liberty Report stated that there is room to reduce NW Natural’s share of

2

optimization margins, asserting that this reduction would bring the Company closer

3

in line with sharing arrangements that exist in other jurisdictions. 7 However, the

4

Liberty Report stopped short of providing a specific recommendation.

5

Q.

6
7

What recommendations have Staff and CUB made with respect to revenue
sharing of proceeds from the Company’s optimization activities?

A.

In their respective opening testimonies, Staff and CUB recommended a 90/10 split,

8

with customers receiving 90 percent and the Company receiving 10 percent. On

9

rebuttal, Staff and CUB reiterate this recommendation. 8

10

Q.

11
12

Does the Company agree with the recommendation of Staff and CUB that
revenues from optimization activities should be allocated on a 90/10 basis?

A.

No. Such a drastic reduction in NW Natural’s share of optimization benefits could

13

negatively affect the Company’s incentive to achieve optimization savings. As

14

described in my Reply Testimony, the Company believes that it has gone, and

15

continues to go, beyond the efforts typically expended by local distribution

16

companies in the optimization of customer assets. The Company has actively

17

engaged with its third-party asset manager on a daily basis and through a close

18

working relationship to ensure that it achieves the best results (i.e., value) for

19

customers. NW Natural’s experience and information suggests that this level of

20

involvement is unusual. Furthermore, NW Natural’s efforts have actually resulted

21

in very significant value to its customer in the amount of $133.5 million in credits

22

since 2000. 9 If a significant modification to NW Natural’s sharing percentage is

7

NW Natural/1300, Friedman/32; see also NW Natural/1301, Friedman/65.

8

Staff/1600, Glosser/5; CUB/400, Jenks/3.

9

NW Natural/1300, Friedman/29.
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made, the Company’s incentive to achieve these consistently favorable results will

2

also be substantially altered.

3

Q.

Did

the

Company

raise

any

other

concerns

about

the

parties’

4

recommendations to make significant adjustments to the revenue sharing

5

allocation for optimization activities?

6

A.

Yes. In my Reply Testimony the Company asserted that while the parties are

7

correct that the Liberty Report states that there is room to reduce NW Natural’s

8

share of revenues, the Liberty Report falls short of providing detailed information

9

regarding the results of the peer utility companies it has used as the comparison

10

group. As a result, the Liberty Report provides an overview of the revenue sharing

11

arrangements for NW Natural’s peer utilities but does not go so far as to provide a

12

comparison of the results of each arrangement. Therefore, it is entirely possible

13

that while NW Natural’s sharing may provide customers with a relatively smaller

14

sharing percentage, NW Natural’s customers may well be receiving significantly

15

larger revenues. Given this lack of detailed information, the Commission should

16

be hesitant to impose a significant change to the Company’s current revenue

17

sharing framework because it is certain that the Company has provided significant

18

benefits to customers through its optimization activities.
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Q.

Did any party respond to this argument?

2

A.

Yes. Staff responded to the Company’s concerns regarding the lack of detailed

3

information the utilities used for comparison in the Liberty Report. 10 However, Staff

4

dismissed this concern stating that the Liberty Report relies on as much

5

information as is available and that the Company had ample time to request more

6

detailed information during the stakeholder process (i.e., the stakeholder process

7

that resulted in the Liberty Report) but failed to do so. 11

8

Q.

9
10

Does the Company agree with Staff’s conclusions regarding the underlying
data?

A.

No. As an initial matter, the Company has identified specific data that would be

11

necessary for a comprehensive comparison:

actual revenues received by

12

customers. Staff does not rebut the Company’s claim that this information would

13

enhance the comparison or provide valuable information for evaluating the

14

Company’s optimization revenues. Nor does Staff allege that this information is

15

unobtainable.

16

necessary and that without this information, any significant modification to the

17

current adjustment is unwarranted and unsupported.

The Company therefore remains convinced that this data is

18

In addition, the Company does not agree that it failed to address this lack of

19

data during the stakeholder process. The Company specifically raised concerns

20

regarding its ability to verify Liberty’s conclusions during the discovery process and

21

reiterated these concerns in its comments submitted in response to the final draft

10

Staff/1600, Glosser/6.

11

Staff/1600, Glosser/7.
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of the Liberty Report. 12 It is therefore incorrect to state that the Company failed to

2

raise any issues with the Liberty Report during the stakeholder process. The

3

Company did raise these issues and continues to express its concern that

4

incomplete data could be relied upon to impose a significant change to the

5

Company’s optimization revenue sharing allocation. As discussed more fully in

6

my Reply Testimony, the value provided to customers through these activities is

7

significant and any change should be made only if a complete and robust analysis

8

shows that it is warranted, and will not cause unintended effects or harm.

9

IV.

Results of Operations Report

10

Q.

Does the Company report its earnings related to optimization activities?

11

A.

Yes. The Company currently reports its optimization revenues annually to the

12
13

Commission, as part of a confidential report.
Q.

14

Does the Liberty Report make any recommendation regarding the
Company’s reporting practice?

15

A.

No. The Liberty Report is silent on this issue.

16

Q.

Please explain CUB’s recommendation regarding reporting of the

17
18

Company’s optimization activities earnings.
A.

In its Opening Testimony, CUB recommended that the Company be required to

19

include all optimization revenues associated with rate-based, regulated activities

20

in its Results of Operations Report (ROO) but to exclude optimization revenues

21

associated with interstate storage. 13

12

Copies of the Company’s response to Data Request No. Liberty Consulting-DR 42 submitted in
Docket No. UM 1654 and the Company’s edits to the final draft of the Liberty Report are provided
as Exhibits NW Natural/2701 and NW Natural/2702 (Confidential).

13 CUB/200, Jenks/25. AWEC also made this recommendation in its opening Liberty Report
testimony. See AWEC/400, Finklea/8.
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Q.

What was the Company’s response to CUB’s recommendation?

2

A.

In my Reply Testimony, I explained that CUB’s recommendation is premature

3

because it appeared to be largely supported by an argument that the information

4

will be needed to evaluate the impacts of incentive regulation and Oregon has not

5

yet adopted incentive regulation.

6

including this information in the ROO would incorrectly imply that these revenues

7

should be considered in the application of earnings reviews.

8

Q.

9
10

The Company also raised concerns that

Did the Company present any recommendation to address CUB’s concerns
regarding transparency?

A.

Yes. Although the Company does not agree that it is appropriate to include this

11

information in the ROO (for the reasons stated above and in my Reply Testimony),

12

the Company has proposed to include this additional data for informational

13

purposes in its annual Optimization Report.

14

transparency without creating any appearance that this revenue should be

15

considered as part of the Company’s earnings.

16

Q.

17
18

This proposal would increase

What is CUB’s response to the Company’s recommendation to include this
data in the annual Optimization Report?

A.

CUB does not specifically address the Company’s recommendation to include this

19

data in its annual Optimization Report. 14 Instead, CUB continues to argue that the

20

Company’s optimization revenues should be reported in the ROO to allegedly

21
22

make the ROO more transparent and accurate. 15

14

See CUB/400, Jenks/3.

15

CUB/400, Jenks/3.
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Q.

2
3

Does the Company agree that reporting its optimization revenues in the ROO
is necessary to increase transparency?

A.

No. The Company has proposed a reporting mechanism for this data, through its

4

annual Optimization Report, that will increase transparency and thus meet CUB’s

5

stated objective. The Company’s Optimization Report is the appropriate reporting

6

tool because it meets the objective of transparency while also eliminating any

7

suggestion that this revenue should be considered as part of the Company’s

8

earnings.

9

Q.

10
11

Does Staff also make a recommendation regarding reporting of the
Company’s optimization revenues?

A.

Yes. Staff did not address this issue in its Opening Testimony; however, on

12

rebuttal Staff has joined CUB (and AWEC) in recommending that the Company

13

provide information regarding its optimization activities and associated earnings

14

impact in its annual ROO. 16

15

Q.

16
17

Does Staff address the Company’s recommendation to include this
information in its optimization report?

A.

No. Staff states that it agrees with CUB that transparency is the ultimate goal but

18

is silent regarding the Company’s assertion that this transparency can be achieved

19

through reporting in the Optimization Report.

20

Q.

Does the Company agree with Staff’s recommendation?

21

A.

No. For all of the reasons set forth in my Reply Testimony and above in response

22

to CUB, the appropriate reporting mechanism for this data is through the

23

Company’s annual Optimization Report.

16

Staff/1600, Glosser/10.
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V.

Conclusion

2

Q.

Does this conclude your testimony?

3

A.

Yes, it does.
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Request No. Liberty Data Requests-Liberty Consulting-DR 42:
42. Please review the attached spreadsheet titled “Sharing Percentages”. Please
provide any additions, corrections, deletions, perspectives, or other comments in order
to make the data presented as accurate and robust as possible.
Response:
NW Natural has not been able to perform a robust enough review to state that all
information available from every jurisdiction on this topic is presented in the
spreadsheet. However, we have sought to verify Liberty’s determinations, and have
performed some additional research that is described below, and reflected in the
attached version of the spreadsheet, Liberty DR 42 Sharing Percentages_REVIEWED.
Assumptions regarding sharing “tiers”
Where sharing tiers are used, Liberty made an assumption that 20% of total revenues
from optimization flow through the highest tier. NW Natural believes that a higher
percent of total revenues likely flow through the upper tiers. For example, in the case of
Washington Gas Light, NW Natural understands that in its D.C. jurisdiction, all revenues
are shared 50/50 between customers and the company. Additionally, NW Natural
understands that across its system (i.e. across jurisdictions), Washington Gas Light
retains a much higher proportion of optimization revenues than indicated by
Liberty. From Washington Gas Light’s filed SEC reporting, NW Natural believes that
WGL retains more in the range of 43% of overall revenues achieved.
For Laclede, NW Natural understands that Laclede assumes $4 million of revenues to
customers when they determine annual gas costs. Under Laclede’s sharing structure,
customers retain the first $2 million of revenues achieved. Therefore, it appears that
Laclede assumes that much of the revenues shared with customers are achieved under
the higher sharing tiers.
Distinction about nature of activities across utilities and jurisdictions
NW Natural believes it would be important to determine what sharing percentages apply
in other jurisdictions where the complexities involved in the optimization program are
similar to those under the NW Natural program. NW Natural is concerned, for example,
that many instances of sharing identified by Liberty may relate to simple capacity
release arrangements. NW Natural’s tariff also provides for a sharing of revenues from

Liberty DR 42 NWN Response
Page 2 of 2
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capacity release arrangements, which is a lower sharing than those applied to more
complex optimization activities that NW Natural pursues with its optimization
partner. Instances where a sharing percentage identified by Liberty may apply only to a
capacity release arrangement include the percentages of 85/15 shown for some of the
New York companies. NW Natural is not able to tell through online research for sure,
but it seems from some of the companies’ 10-Ks that this revenue sharing may apply to
pipeline capacity releases where unused capacity would otherwise be paid for by
customers. It is unclear whether this includes activities such as those that exist under
NW Natural’s optimization program.
Lack of source date for 100/0 arrangements
We have not, at this time, confirmed the utilities with 100% sharing because source data
for those utilities was not provided and we had difficulty finding supporting information.
NW Natural requests that Liberty provide source data for the 100/0 arrangements
identified in the spreadsheet.

Liberty DR 42 Attachment 1

State
AZ
CT
IL

MD

MA
MO
NC
NJ

NY

OK
PA
SC
TN

TX
VA
WA

Company
Customer Share Company Share
SW Gas
100
0
UNS
100
0
CT Natural
100
0
So. CT Gas
100
0
Yankee
100
0
Nicor
100
0
Peoples Gas
100
0
BG&E*
85
15
Col-MD*
80
20
Elkton
80
20
WGL
Boston
90
10
Berkshire
90
10
Columbia
90
10
LaClede
Piedmont
75
25
PSNC
75
25
ETG
70
30
NJNG
80
20
SJG
80
20
CECONY
85
15
Central Hudson
85
15
KEDLI
85
15
KEDNY
85
15
NFG
85
15
NYSEG
85
15
RG&E
85
15
OK Gas
80
20
Columbia
75
25
NFG
75
25
Peoples
75
25
UGI
75
25
Piedmont
75
25
Atmos
80
20
Chatanooga
90
10
Piedmont
75
25
Atmos
100
0
CPE
100
0
CPS
100
0
TX Gas Svc.
100
0
WGL
Avista
100
0
Cascade
100
0

NWN Notes
No Source Data Provided. Review of tariff indicates Capacity Release only.
No Source Data Provided. Could not find. Please provide.
No Source Data Provided. Could not find. Please provide.
No Source Data Provided. Could not find. Please provide.
No Source Data Provided. Could not find. Please provide.
No Source Data Provided. Could not find. Please provide.
No Source Data Provided. Could not find. Please provide.
avg of CR/OSS %.
avg of CR/OSS %
No Source Data Provided. Could not find. Please provide.
----------------------------->>>>
tier
WGL MD Dollars^ Customer Company
First
$
2.6
100
0
MA LDCs ordered to aggregate margins
from individual optimization categories to a
Next
$
3.3
75
25
single category.
Over
$
5.9
50
50
----------------------------->>>>
LaClede Dollars^ Customer Company
tier
Net sharing gain/loss annual cap of $1.6m in T
First
$
2.0
85
15
Seems correct
Next
$
2.0
80
20
Minimum overall sharing level of 65/35.
Next
$
2.0
75
25
85/15 for SI program.
Over
$
6.0
70
30
Could not confirm
^ - Dollars in millions.
Could not find, but could see from 10-K a reference to sharing on capacity release agreements, percentages not listed
Could not find, but could see from 10-K a reference to sharing on capacity release agreements, percentages not listed
Could not find
Could not find
Appears correct
Could not find
Appears correct
Could not find
Appears correct. Off-system sales and Capacity
Appears correct. Appears that AMA for capacity release only.
Appears correct. Extent of optimization activities unclear.
Appears correct.
Appears correct. Extent of optimization activities unclear.
Appears correct. Extent of optimization activities unclear.
Appears correct. Subject to a cap on overall incentive savings/costs of $1.25m annually. Extent of optimization activities unclear.
Net sharing gain/loss annual cap of $1.6m in TN. Secondary margins from off-sys sales go 100 to Customers effective Oct 2016.
no data provided
no data provided
no data provided
no data provided
tier
----------------------------->>>>
WGL VA Dollars^ Customer Company
no source data
First
$
3.2
100
0
no source data
Next
$
3.3
75
25
Over
$
6.5
50
50
^ - Dollars in millions.
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I. Introduction
A. Background
This study addresses forward-looking alternative methods and shares for apportioning NW Natural
margins (net revenues) produced by offering contract gas storage services into interstate and
intrastate markets and by optimizing the use of the assets employed to provide service to customers
for utility sales service (“core utility customers”). These optimization activities include the capture
of opportunities presented by the Mist underground storage facility. They also include very
substantial opportunities inhering in the capacity provided by other utility assets. Mist may
generate the greatest visibility on optimization, but the economic benefits produced by these other
assets have proven far greater.
NW Natural Gas Company (“NW Natural”) serves more than 700,000 customers in Oregon and
Southwest Washington. NW Natural owns and operates the Mist underground gas storage facility,
which:
• Supports deliverability to core customers at times of peak demand
• Enables withdrawal of lower-priced seasonal purchases stored when prices are high
• Provides capability to offer interstate and intrastate storage services
• Provides capability to support a variety of other transactions whose positive margins
enhance the facility’s economic value.
Mist storage employs depleted gas reservoirs located near Mist, Oregon. NW Natural faced
significant forecasted expansion in demands for utility service in the late 1990s. Original storage
and related pipeline development at Mist entered utility service in 1989, with subsequent
expansions adding to capability in 1991, 1997, and 1999. Management undertook development
and expansions through this time to serve core customers, leading to the inclusion of their capital
costs in utility rate base. Thus, expected increases in core-customer needs provided the driver for
capacity expansion.
Expansion since 2000 has continued, but under a change that introduced the concept of utilityservice “recall.” This transition introduced a novel approach to rate treatment for utility capital
assets. Pending recall for serving core customers, expanded capacity has remained outside rate
base until recalled. Moreover, recall has occurred in discrete portions of Mist capability, with those
amounts established by current needs to support core-utility use. Pending such recall, management
has retained the ability to use that capacity to serve the broader Pacific Northwest regional market,
for the principal benefit of NW Natural’s “ownership” (a term we use in this report to distinguish
the general economic interests of shareowners in corporate economic results from the special
interests created by margin sharing here). Revenues from these non-core operations relying on
unrecalled capacity have had to support investment carrying and operations costs assigned to that
capacity. NW Natural’s ownership, as opposed to its customers, have thus borne the risks and
captured the opportunities associated with unrecalled Mist capacity. Margin sharing with
customers has produced a moderate exception to this general assignment of risks and opportunities.
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NW Natural began making these subject-to-recall investments to add to Mist capability in 2000,
following them with similarly-treated investments for additional expansions in 2001 through 2008.
As of year-end 2016, these investments totaled approximately $67 million.
Management also optimizes the value of the non-Mist, utility-owned or contracted supply assets,
with the gains produced shared in different proportions (contrasted with Mist sharing) between
customers and ownership.
An arrangement approved by the Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC, or the Commission)
has since 2001 determined the sharing of net revenues between core utility customers and
ownership. Services offered to customers outside of Oregon, subject to the jurisdiction of the U.
S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) rely in part on assets that meet core-customer
needs. The Commission’s review of the sharing arrangement in Docket No. UM 1654 produced a
directive (Order No. 15-066) to conduct an independent, outside cost allocation study and
evaluation.

B. Study Scope
Our work provides an independent evaluation and cost allocation study of optimization activities,
addressing:
• The assets being optimized
• The investment and other “contributions” made on behalf of core customers and those
made otherwise
• The changes in the capabilities of assets used to optimize
• The sources of their funding
• The marketplace opportunities created by those changes
• The operational and financial risks that those changes and marketplace opportunities
created
• Current and historical allocation of costs and benefits between Oregon-jurisdictional and
FERC-jurisdictional services
• The benefits (absolute and relative) accruing on the Oregon-jurisdictional and FERCjurisdictional sides from those allocations
• Comparison of allocations with those in other, similar situations.
The study’s scope addresses three sources of shared margins produced by NW Natural
management:
• Contract gas storage services for on-system and off-system customers: Intrastate Storage
(NW Natural Rate Schedule 80) and Interstate Storage Service (FERC 284.224)
• Mist optimization
• Other asset optimization.
Our scope excluded one other form of sharing - - incentives for securing the natural gas commodity
at prices better than targeted levels. The Purchased Gas Adjustment mechanism governs that
sharing.
October 13, 2017
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The current sharing arrangements have been vetted with and transparent to the Commission and
stakeholders throughout this period. This report seeks to provide a foundation for stakeholder
discussion and Commission determination of whether current margin sharing remains optimum
looking to the future. We did not consider realigning past sharing percentages or dollar amounts
with historic costs and benefits. We did, however, find historical results useful in understanding
how stakeholders and ownership “got here,” but, in the final analysis, the only questions we
addressed concern “where things are going.”

C. Sources and Amounts of Sharing
1. Sharing Structure
The first source of sharing is associated with the portion of Mist capability not yet recalled for
core-service utility use, and falls under the category of Interstate Storage Services (ISS).
Calculations for determining and sharing ISS margins operate as follows:
• Begin with total ISS revenues
• Deduct costs for O&M (e.g., allocating payroll for the utility employees supporting storage
transactions), leases, depreciation, interest, and property taxes
• The result equals “net revenues”
• Apply 20 percent of net revenues to offset costs to core utility customers
• Leave 80 percent of net revenues available to ownership.
The second source of sharing arises from exploiting the ability to optimize Mist capability that
frequently proves excess to the needs of core and storage customers. The calculations for
determining and sharing margins in this Mist Optimization category operate as follows:
• Begin with Total Mist Optimization revenues
• Set margin shares according to the apportionment of Mist deliverability (recall of Mist
capability produced an allocation of 59 percent to core utility service for 2016)
• Apply 67 percent of the 59 percent of deliverability allocated to core-utility service to offset
costs to core utility customers
• Leave 33 percent of the 59 percent of deliverability allocated to core-utility service
available to ownership
• Apply 20 percent of the remaining 41 percent of deliverability to offset costs to core utility
customers
• Leave 80 percent of the remaining 41 percent deliverability allocation available to
ownership.
The third source of sharing, Other Asset Optimization, arises from non-Mist opportunities
associated with assets such as upstream pipeline use, other storage, portfolio optimization, and the
extraction of valuable natural gas liquids remaining in gas sourced from some regions in Canada.
The calculations for determining and sharing those margins operate as follows:
• Begin with Other Optimization revenues
• Deduct compensation paid to the third-party asset manager
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The remaining amount equals margins subject to sharing
Apply 67 percent of margins subject to sharing to offset costs to core utility customers
Leave 33 percent of margins subject to sharing available to ownership.

2. Historical Margin Amounts
The next chart summarizes the margins produced for sharing since 2000. They have amounted to
a very substantial
over this period.
Sources of Margins (2000-2016)
Commented [NWN2]: Chart is Confidential

The next chart shows customer shares of those margins, which have amounted to $137 million.
Customer Shares of Margins (2000-2016)
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D. Our Approach to Cost Analysis
1. The Commission’s Order
Oregon Commission Order No 15-066 (Docket No. UM 1654) addressed the question of cost
analysis for purposes of our study:
We determine that a neutral third party should conduct an evaluation and cost allocation
study of NW Natural's optimization activities. The study will more robustly examine the
risks, costs, and benefits of NW Natural's optimization activities, the assets being utilized
for those activities, the allocation between regulated and unregulated services, and the
various components of NW Natural's system that drive the costs and revenues associated
with interstate storage services.
This Commission determination treats cost evaluation and allocation in a holistic fashion (i.e., in
the context of the risks and benefits associated with those costs). Examining costs under this broad
framework reflects a “marketplace” view, which we consider an integral element of the
relationship between NW Natural’s customers and Company ownership as it involves
optimization. That view accommodates the reality that has existed since optimization began - transactions take place, not in a regulated utility market, but in competitive ones.

2. A Useful Context for Examining Optimization Costs
Customers and ownership have had a symbiotic relationship under optimization. The term
“dynamic” gives more precision than “relationship” to the circumstances created by splitting costs,
benefits, risks, and ultimately the margins such factors have combined to produce. “Relationship”
implies multiple parties; here NW Natural acts as a single entity for purposes of asset ownership
and providing for the transactions with third parties on which optimization depends. The dynamic
created by sharing, however, gives NW Natural two identities in a practical sense - - one seeking
October 13, 2017
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to optimize costs for core utility customers and one seeking to recover investment and operating
costs through uncertain market revenues.
This dynamic supports an approach that conceptually views these two identities as “transacting
parties.” This “transaction” perspective reflects that customer and ownership interests have distinct
characteristics. Certainly, the sharing arrangement has the essential characteristics of a bargain,
which aligns costs, risks and opportunities with benefits. Equally certainly, the interests of the two,
while reconcilable, are not identical when it comes to sharing the optimization risks, costs, and
benefits that frame the issues relevant here. For example, a gain in one party’s percentage share
comes from the share of the other. For another example, risk tolerances when customers take them
are different from those that ownership is likely to be willing to take for its own account when
operating in competitive markets.
Addressing the issues that surround optimization margin-sharing requires resolution of significant
baseline questions that this report examines:
• What revenues and costs require allocation?
• By what methods should revenue and cost allocation occur?
• By what methods should asset cost allocation occur?
Applying a “cost” perspective traditionally used in the regulated-utility regulatory construct
ultimately does not inform meaningful answers to the overarching questions about optimization
margin-sharing. Optimization must employ prices competitive with those of market choices
available to customers who have alternatives (often robust) to those that NW Natural can offer.
With respect to assets not yet included in utility rate base (or, at NW Natural ownership’s risk, as
this report explains), no backstop has existed for the return of and on investment where market
prices prove insufficiently compensatory. No regulatory method has existed to cover the costs of
any inefficient portion or stranded costs of such investments.
Separating Mist versus Non-Mist optimization activities highlights key differences among the
three sharing mechanisms we examined. All have similarity in that each must operate under the
risks and opportunities (and resulting benefits) resulting from the market pricing. However,
responsibility for the costs of the asset portions enabling optimization can vary significantly
between the two. For the revenues produced for Interstate Storage, for example, customers gain
benefit without the inclusion of any investment costs in their rates for utility service. Ownership,
by contrast, bears risks of recovering substantial carrying costs for investments. The same is true
for optimization revenues from the unrecalled portion of Mist.
For non-Mist optimization, and for the portion of Mist optimization relying on rate-based costs,
ownership gains benefit for no investment costs for which they have responsibility, while customer
rates include substantial investment costs. An attempt to sort through these divisions in a logical
manner would prove complex, even should one find a traditional utility regulatory construct
appealing, despite what we view as the overriding need to consider the market in which
optimization occurs. There is one notable exception, which has informative value in two respects
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- - one quantitative and one illustrative of the effective customer/ownership business relationship
created by the dynamic existing here.
The first source of illumination results from examining value gained or foregone in deciding not
to place the entirety of Mist investment in rate base at the outset. This alternative would have left
to customers all the risks and opportunities of optimizing the substantial capacity in excess of core
customer requirements. Management and stakeholders both expected that excess to remain in
existence for a fairly short time. However, as we explain in this report, that excess has lasted at
least a decade longer than originally forecasted some 16 years ago. This hypothetical alternative
(which assumes without asserting that such risk would have been considered tolerable for a
regulated utility at that time) provides one benchmark for looking at how risks and benefits have
sorted themselves out over time.
The second, conceptual source of illumination provided by this hypothetical alternative comes
from the clarity that the customer/ownership dynamic brings to a useful notion. When it comes to
sharing use of assets planned for utility use, one should expect an internal sorting of risks, costs,
and benefits to reflect reasonable consistency with what one might expect of a relationship
hammered out between a utility and a third-party. In other words, if one can objectively determine
that the sorting of risks, costs, and benefits existing here would be reasonable if agreed to with a
third party, then that determination provides a substantial indicator of the reasonableness of a
similar sorting between customers and ownership.

3. How We Analyzed Costs
Thus, we believe that the Order calls for an evaluation and study broader than that encompassed
by a traditional revenue-requirements or cost-of-service analysis for utility investments. The
Commission’s addition of risks, benefits, and utilization of assets to “costs” reflects how the
relationship here differs from the situation typical in examining long-lived utility assets solely
dedicated to utility use with an assured opportunity to earn (not a guarantee of) a regulated return:
• The relationship here did not involve a certain-to-be-long opportunity for returns, because
of the ability of a high-growth utility operation to recall capacity at depreciated cost and at
times of its choosing.
• There was no assured opportunity to earn any, let alone a pre-identified, return on the
investments remaining outside rate base (i.e., not yet recalled by utility operations).
• Given the lack of a regulatory ratemaking construct to provide utility-typical assurances of
return on a long-term investment, it would not have been realistic to secure a non-utility
party with whom to engage in a manner that would have provided the timing and cost
benefits produced by the power to recall possessed by utility operations.
More than 15 years have passed since the initiation of Mist expansion activities designed to meet
utility requirements, while providing to investors market opportunities to compensate them for
investment amounts not yet recalled for inclusion in utility rate base. We do consider it pertinent
to examine Mist expansion beginning around 2000 for shedding light on “how we got here,” but
our purpose for doing so involves forward-looking alternative sharing mechanisms.
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There is one partial exception to this limitation, which corresponds to a possible alternative
approach, recognized by management when planning Mist expansion. That approach consisted of
building capabilities out fully at customer expense, providing customers with the opportunity to
benefit from revenues gained from market opportunities.
Our evaluation compared actual results with historical expectations. We did not do so to reevaluate what we believe to have been transparent and accepted sharing methods. Rather, we
sought to provide a basis for determining to what degree realistic expectations for customers and
ownership have been met across the period from 2000 to 2016. That balance or imbalance may
exist, considering just two examples:
• Provide some support for an alternative that would continue current sharing arrangements
for some period to permit better alignment between of expectations and actualities
• Suggest alternatives for change, should the numbers show that a rough balance has not
existed, or that Mist has changed operating characteristics or operates in a different market
environment.
Particularly given the lack of a need for incenting (as the sharing mechanisms have done) further
Mist development for utility purposes, it may well prove appropriate to consider adjustments to
future sharing mechanisms to lessen or eliminate compensation for development risk.
A central aspect that our analysis considered recognizes that, in and around 2000, an opportunity
available to a non-utility partner (ownership or third party) existed to:
• Invest in storage assets above current utility needs in return for securing net storage revenue
after a 20-percent sharing of that revenue with customers
• Bear the risks of storage markets and pricing, and construction
• Remain subject to recall by the utility as and when determined by the utility, causing a
transfer of the recalled capacity’s depreciated investment, and loss of the associated storage
market revenue.
To summarize, we examined and evaluated what we observed as the key aspects of the Mist storage
business. That analysis includes costs, risks, benefits, and asset contributions. Those aspects
comprise:
• The apportionment of storage assets, capabilities and operations
• Allocations of capital and operating costs
• Storage opportunities, risks, and revenues
• Margin-sharing arrangements and their impact on shareholders and customers
• Cash flows to shareholders from the storage assets
• Actual shareholder rates of return and returns on investment
• The degree to which customers and ownership have obtained the “benefit of their bargain”
through 2016
• Forward-looking changes in margin-sharing arrangements and their likely impacts.
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E. Overall Summary
We have examined sharing arrangements, their foundations, their history, expectations under them,
and alternative structures that may make sense to apply in the future. Our discussions with Steering
Committee members produced several elements of the framework under which we structured our
work:
• The production of a range of alternatives, rather than a single Liberty view
• The ability to gauge results under those alternatives on a forward-looking, not
retrospective, basis.
We considered a period of five years to be appropriate for “look-aheads” in what have been very
dynamic markets in the industry. This report provides a range of alternate approaches in the two
main categories of sharing within our scope - - Mist and asset optimization. For each of those
alternatives, we have also provided variations. We calculated expected ownership and customer
results for each variation. We did so using a simplified model that permits calculations of expected
results for the variations we have presented.
As our description of the variations we tested demonstrates, one can postulate a very large number
of permutations and combinations for each variable. We did not calculate results for each, but the
availability of our model and its ease of use permit each Steering Committee member to do so for
any variation or combination of variations of interest. Some overlap exists between the Mist and
the Non-Mist results we have modeled. Small timing variances also exist between these two types
of expected results modeled. Management’s methods of accounting for the two forms led us to
calculate expected Mist optimization results on a calendar-year basis, and to calculate other
optimization using the “contract” years that management uses for other optimization results. One
can rationalize the small overlap and timing differences, but it makes sense to perform that
rationalization only for a final, select set (as opposed to all) of variations.
Our overall views, expressed here not to imply criticism of other solutions, take two principal
forms:
• The original design, the historical results, the expected results, the continuation of similar
risks and opportunities, and the comparatively smaller dollar amounts at stake provide
significant support for continuing the current sharing arrangements for interstate and
intrastate Mist storage.
• Substantial room exists to reduce ownership’s share of optimization margins to bring them
closer into line with those established in other jurisdictions, while still leaving management
with a sufficiently strong incentive to perform optimization in complex and dynamic
markets.
•
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II. Mist Margin Sharing
A. Background
1. The Inception of Mist Interstate, “At-Risk” Storage
NW Natural began in 2000 offering storage services into the interstate market. This offering relied
on expanded Mist capacity not yet required to meet the needs of its on-system customers.
Management developed the service following analysis of markets in the Pacific Northwest and
regular interaction with other storage operators. NW Natural made a September 1999 presentation
to the Oregon Commission Staff, proposing that shareholders: (a) make what we have termed “At
Risk” investments needed for the interstate storage markets, and (b) provide “pre-built capacity,”
including reservoirs and station compression, for eventual use by the utility system. The proposal
would identify the net costs of interstate storage as the: (a) “incremental investment-related costs”
(depreciation, interest, property taxes), and (b) “incremental O&M and administrative costs” for
Mist storage expansions required to garner revenue from interstate storage services and facility
optimization activities.i
Significant discussions of the proposal preceded a Staff analysis and recommendation memo dated
April 18, 2000. The memo noted:
“… NW Natural discussed its desire to begin offering storage services into the interstate
market using storage capacity that is temporarily excess to the Company’s core customer
needs. … the Company’s proposal to provide such service would involve the expansion of
storage reservoir capacity at Mist at shareholder expense and in advance of its core
customer’s needs. However, because some use of existing utility facilities (such as the
North Coast Feeder and Miller Station) would be required, NW Natural has proposed a
sharing mechanism to compensate the core customers before such use. Any incremental
expansion costs associated with this service would be borne by the company’s shareholders
and such costs would not be included in utility rates until such time as the capacity is
recalled for the core’s use, and rate making treatment is approved by the Commission.”
Staff recommended that the Commission approve a mechanism (incorporated into Rate Schedule
185) for sharing net revenues between the company and its core customers on a 20 percent
customer, 80 percent ownership basis. ii
Management has conducted Interstate Storage Service (ISS) business pursuant to rules
promulgated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Those rules prescribe a costallocation method that results in maximum permissible rates for services. Management has
consistently found these “maximum rates” far in excess of “what the market will bear” in the
Pacific Northwest. Discounting the rate to a market level, as allowed by FERC rules, has permitted
management to market available capacity to the market with notable success from 2000 to the
present, with expectations that the market will continue to find the services attractive.

2. The Basic Mist Bargain between Customers and Ownership
The progression of storage development at Mist centers around storage assets developed and held
for future use by the utility. Storage developed at Mist resulted from future core-customer needs
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identified through an integrated resource planning process that has had broad stakeholder visibility
and participation. Even after 2000, Mist storage developed considered core utility needs and
remained subject to the ability to capture capability as it became needed for utility use. Meeting
core utility needs has thus provided “critical mass” and central justification for expanding storage
and deliverability. Moreover, utility rate base assets have provided Mist with the “connectivity”
needed to inject and withdraw gas in economically useful ways. Utility personnel also provided
experience and market intelligence useful in developing and executing plans for the expansion of
storage at Mist.
Consequently, three principal factors - - the core needs provided by utility demand, the existence
of a transportation and delivery system connecting Mist to markets, and utility knowledge and
effort - - have made customer needs and contributions a key element in Mist development.
While development at Mist has anticipated, and sought to accommodate eventual utility use,
development has proven to lead growth in utility needs by a large factor. Mist development
beginning in 2000 came on the basis of widely shared expectations for a high rate of growth in
utility needs as NW Natural made the investments that produced expansion. In retrospect, that
growth has proven very much slower than the assumptions driving the pace of investment in Mist
expansion. The differential between deliverability increases and utility needs has had a profound
effect on the stake that ownership has had and continues to have in Mist. They have financially
supported expansion in return for taking the lion’s share of the margins that expanded
deliverability in storage markets has produced. Ownership’s opportunity for uncapped margins
came, however, with the risks of producing substantial revenues in dynamic markets and under
operating risk. Moreover, the duration of those risks has become long extended, as the pace of
utility recall has been very much slower than expected. The extension of risk, however, has also
been accompanied by a concomitant extension of opportunities to make economically beneficial
use of the portion of Mist capability not yet recalled for core utility use.
Customers have shared on a minority basis in the market opportunities, but their principal benefit
has come in ways not available under traditional utility capital expansion approaches:
• No need to pay upon expansion for storage capabilities not immediately needed
• No need to take market risk for recouping the costs of temporarily excess capacity
• No need to carry full installation costs in rates, because recall comes at costs depreciated
through the time of each recall of incremental Mist capability.
NW Natural ownership’s undertaking of pre-recall market opportunities and risks generated these
benefits.

3. A Mutually Failed Expectation - - Not Necessarily “Bad News”
Differences between expectations and realities since the year 2000 have proven substantial.
Original expectations called for expanded storage at Mist to become “used and useful” in providing
core utility services within a few years. Expected annual utility recalls of 20,000 dekatherms per
day (Dth/day) would produce full recall of the capability added through developments involving
the Reichhold field (discussed below) in less than six years. Now more than 15 years down the
road, a portion of that capability remains unrecalled. Much slower than expected utility recall has
had a significant ameliorating effect on the storage costs include in rates for core utility services.
Equally important, it has materially extended the duration of both the opportunities and the risks
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that ownership expected to be taking at the time of key expansion activities across the period since
the year 2000.
Our analysis has focused on addressing sharing mechanisms currently and for the future. The scope
of our study did not include a retrospective analysis of the merits of arrangements to date, although,
as we will describe, those arrangements have produced significant benefits for both customers and
ownership.
Nevertheless, as we explain further below, certain aspects of the historical structure and results do
have some bearing on the breadth of the perspective appropriate to the circumstances. For example,
the historical record makes clear that no permanent division of assets on either an ownership or
operating basis was contemplated as part of the Mist operating and sharing structure created and
sustained for the past decade and a half. The approach and the mechanisms adopted anticipated a
short-term arrangement, following which Mist capability added after 2000 would be owned and
operated like that existing in 2000. Specifically, it would be operating as part of utility rate base at
depreciated cost to serve core utility needs.
Had utility growth accorded with earlier expectations, the question of sharing the benefits of Mist
storage capability added at Reichhold would now be moot for a decade. The high growth rates at
the start of this century gave particular significance to the Mist expansion incentives of the sharing
arrangements put in place at that time. The low growth now expected over the coming years
minimizes the short- and intermediate-term importance of that incentive. Factors like these raise
several questions that could have relevance in looking at the continuing merits of current sharing
arrangements:
• Has the failed expectation about the fast pace of recall left either customers or ownership
substantially disadvantaged?
• If so, does that disadvantage argue for future arrangements that will give the disadvantaged
“side” an opportunity for redress?
• Does the lack of a need for an expansion incentive suggest reapportionment of margins?
We examined historical results for two reasons:
• To provide a basis for assessing the first two of the three questions posed above
• To assess how likely continuing the current arrangements into the future may prove in
generating benefit levels absolutely and proportionately in line with past results.

B. Summary of Key Conclusions
1. Resource planning to meet core-customer needs has driven development of storage and
delivery capability at Mist.
2. All Mist capability developed before 2000 underwent traditional rate base inclusion, with costs
entering rate base as development occurred.
3. Significant expansions have ensued since (after 2000), with Integrated Resource Planning for
core-customer needs still identifying large demand and usage growth in the early years.
4. Core customers and the facilities whose costs those customers have borne have played a
necessary and central role in Mist development; they have provided:
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a) Critical Mass - - levels of demand and usage needed to justify initial and continuing
development of Mist
b) Connectivity - - pipeline and other facilities necessary to connect Mist with markets
c) Personnel - - to provide planning, development, and market experience.
5. The support that core customers have provided for Mist operations in competitive markets has
been substantial, and compensation for that support has taken forms best measured by the
opportunities that support has helped to create - - not by allocating the costs of the rate-based
facilities involved in traditional utility rate-making.
6. There has never been, nor was there planned a permanent division of formal or equitable
“ownership” of Mist assets or capabilities
7. Mist expansion after 2000 introduced the concept of “recall,” under which portions of Mist
capacity would become assignable to core-customer use, in amounts determined pursuant to
regular Integrated Resource Plan examinations by the Oregon Public Utility Commission.
8. Margin sharing has provided customers with direct benefits from storage of about $54 million
from 2000-2016.
9. Recall has also provided core customers with additional and unusual economic benefits, when
compared with traditional utility regulatory means for introducing the costs of “lumpy”
capital investments.
10. In particular, those additional economic benefits (valued at an additional $54 million for
customers) provided core customers with:
a) Just-in-Time Delivery – Keeping the costs of storage capacity out of rate base until needed
by the utility.
b) Favorable Unit Prices - - The general “first-in-first out” approach to recall (first recalling
the oldest producers of unrecalled capacity) and the use of depreciated original cost for
recalled capacity.
11. Pending recall, NW Natural ownership has remained responsible for the carrying costs of asyet unrecalled capacity, and has taken the market risks of finding market sources of revenue
sufficient to recover those costs.
12. Therefore, ownership also made valuable contributions to Mist development:
a) Mist Development Efficiency - - Optimizing sizing and timing of development
b) Absorbing Carrying Costs - - Pending recall for core utility use
c) Warehousing Capacity - - Taking risks of recovering carrying costs pending recall.
13. In return, ownership took, subject to sharing, opportunities for returns potentially beyond its
costs.
14. Ownership expected (but was not guaranteed) a short duration of exposure to risks and
opportunities, with Integrated Resource Plan estimates indicating a period of less than six
years for exhaustion of the development at Reichhold, the first reservoir developed in
2000/2001.
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15. Ownership thus focused not on hurdle rates expected by storage market developers, but on
incremental earnings per share generated.
16. Revenues associated with the portion of Mist not yet recalled have supported ownership’s
economic expectations, but fell below what one would expect a storage market developer to
realize.
17. Ownership’s period of risk and opportunity has extended to the present, some 16 years after
recall-based expansions began.
18. Over that period, ownership returns measured against the portion of Mist assigned to
unrecalled capacity have lately come into line with storage developer expectations.
19. Over that period, the timing, sizing, and pricing of recall provisions have produced sizeable
economic benefits for core customers.
20. Both customers and ownership have been well served by the recall arrangement, with the
unexpectedly long period for recall to exhaust Mist capability proving positive economically
for both.
21. With unrecalled capacity expected to remain through the next five years at least, core
customers will continue to derive substantial benefits from the timing, sizing, and pricing of
recall.
22. Over that period, market risk will remain for ownership, along with opportunity.
23. We view five years as appropriate for a “look ahead” into natural gas markets for sharing
purposes, given the volatility of the industry historically.
24. The balance of risk and opportunity in fundamentally changed gas markets supports NW
Natural management’s belief that storage pricing will drop from historical levels - - reducing
margins from those produced in recent years.
25. On the whole, therefore, it is reasonable to expect that continuation of the current sharing
mechanism will provide customers with substantial benefits, without generating for ownership
overly “rich” returns from the storage markets in which Mist will continue to operate.
26. Moreover, the revenues produced from storage market operations at Mist do not (and cannot
reasonably be forecasted to) amount to enough to make any but the largest adjustments to
sharing economically meaningful.

C. Useful Take-Aways from Historical Sharing Structure and Results
As we will show through following discussions of the analyses we have performed, the failure of
the recall duration expectation has substantially benefitted both customers and NW Natural
ownership. Certainly, shareowners benefit from successful utility operations as well. The benefits
we intend when referring to them here, however, refer to those specifically associated with interests
in Mist. Customers have benefitted through significant reductions in rate base that have resulted
from later recall and lower depreciated investment costs at times of recall. Ownership has
benefitted significantly as well.
We examined ownership results from a traditional investment recovery perspective, as we show
below. Our analysis made clear that financial results proved weak in early years, but rebounded in
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the years that came after the period during which ownership expected to have a continuing stake
in Mist capacity. Only in the past year have results from this perspective have come into line with
realistic expectations about investments in competitive energy markets. It took those results much
longer to come into line with representative hurdle rates, measured by how investors typically
assess such investments. Market risk, while it did not prove debilitating in hindsight, did in fact
continue to exist through the past decade and a half. While that risk remained material, it is also
notable that management did mitigate much of it by lining up reasonably firm “opportunities”
contemporaneously with expansion activities. One should not overestimate the degree of risk
undertaken, just as one should not discount it.
On the whole, as the discussions of the following analyses show, customers can be said to have
done somewhat better to date than ownership relative to expectations, but neither has been
shortchanged from an economic perspective. Accordingly, the lack of any “permanent” operational
or ownership arrangement allows for consideration of a broad array of future alternatives. In other
words, no past disproportion argues for any “catch-up” period to bring customer and ownership
interests into an equitable balance.
There no longer remains a present justification for a mechanism that strongly incents further At
Risk investment in the near-term, because: (a) there is no identified need in at least the intermediate
future for further storage expansion, and (b) maintaining current delivery should require only
modest sustaining capital according to management forecasts. Current projections of market
revenues continue at a level that will support ownership recovery of remaining investment in
unrecalled capacity. Nevertheless, risks continue to apply in the securing of those revenues,
particularly because of persistent low gas prices that have transformed the storage market

D. At-Risk Investments in Mist Storage
1. Base, Pre-2000 Core-Utility Investments
Prior to 2000, NW Natural made capital investments at Mist to provide storage capability for core
utility operations. The original Mist utility storage and related pipeline development went into
service in 1989, with subsequent expansions for utility customers in 1991, 1997 and 1999.
Management intended these early expansions to serve core customers, and their capital costs
became part of the NW Natural utility rate base.

2. Post-2000 Mist Investments Anticipating Core-Utility Needs
In 2000 and 2001, NW Natural expanded storage capabilities at Mist through the development of
the Reichhold reservoir, with a planned deliverability of 110,000 Dth/day. Reichhold differed from
its Mist reservoir predecessors in first establishing market use of capacity for direct ownership (as
we use the term in this report) benefit. As evidenced by integrated resource plans, the period of
market use in that form was expected to be short in duration, as expected use for core-customers
would consume the capability component dedicated to market opportunities. Management
marketed the capabilities it had available to potential interstate customers, pending utility recalls
of those capabilities. We have termed the investments that produced these market opportunities
“At-Risk” investments.
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The following illustration shows the original Mist reservoirs of Flora, Bruer and Al’s Pool, each
developed for NW Natural core customers prior to 2000. The illustration also shows the Reichhold,
Busch, Schlicker, and Meyer reservoirs, developed sequentially from 2000 through 2008 and
available to the interstate storage markets, subject to recall to serve core utility customers. The
graphic also shows the Adams reservoir (currently being developed for Portland General Electric
in accordance with a special tariff) and other potential storage reservoirs at Mist. iii
Mist Reservoirs
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Management made Reichhold reservoir capital expenditures in 2000 and 2001, followed in 2001
and 2002 with the “317 Project.” This second post-2000 project expanded Miller Station capability
by adding a second compressor (7,500 BHP), increasing compression deliverability by 180,000
Dth/day.
The investments in Reichhold and the 317 Project totaled about $17 million dollars in 2000 through
2002. They represented the first set of At-Risk investments pending recall for core utility use.
Management made additional major investments in the interstate storage business in 2004. The
“Sapphire Project” developed two new storage reservoirs - - Busch and Schlicker. Subsequently,
the Pearl Phase 1 project in 2005 added two additional injection/withdrawal wells at the Bruer
Pool, increasing its deliverability. Pearl Phase 2 (2007) included development of the Meyer Pool
and the drilling of two additional injection/withdrawal wells into the Flora Pool. The Molalla Gate
Station project, installed in 2007/2008, involved the installation of two compressors permitting
physical re-delivery of gas into the interstate pipeline system. iv
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4. Sources and Costs of Mist At-Risk Expansions
The next table and chart show the increases in Mist storage capabilities and the dollars spent on
five At-Risk Mist expansion projects through 2009. These projects had the effect of increasing
storage deliverability from 210,000 (core utility storage) to 515,000 Dth/day. The net increase of
305,000 Dth/day came at investment costs, shown in the table below, of about $54 million.
Mist At-Risk Additions and Costs (2000 – 2009)

At-Risk Cumulative Development v

In addition to the Mist capital investments shown in the preceding table, NW Natural also spent
about $7.7 million on the Molalla Gate Station transmission compressors in 2008. Installing
Molalla Gate increased compression, which enhanced deliverability by 75,000 Dth/day.
Management also spent about $1.3 million in capital dollars on compressor station equipment at
the Deer Island Gate Station in 2003, and about $0.9 million on Port Westward distribution mains
in 2007. vi The major period of At-Risk investments stopped in 2008, but NW Natural made smaller
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capital investments annually through 2016. These later additions added an additional $4.4 million
in capital, bringing total At Risk investment to about $67.0 million. vii
Management also considered other, larger at-risk investments in the 2002-2003 period. These
larger investments would have expanded Mist’s deliverability capability well beyond the 515,000
Dth/day total that exists today. viii However, several considerations led management to deem
additional expansion economically unattractive, and to decide not to pursue those other
expansions. Reasons cited included: (a) the higher cost of developing additional reservoir capacity,
and (b) the accompanying need for additional Miller Station compression and additional pipeline
capacity. ix

E. The Importance of Recall in Mist Development
1. Connection to the IRP Process
“Utility recall” forms a core element of Mist development strategy and of the allocation of costs
and revenues arising from Mist expansion. Through a long-standing integrated resource planning
(IRP) process, management forecasts NW Natural’s core utility needs, and presents and analyzes
means for meeting them. Facing a period of high growth in core customer needs at the beginning
of this century, the utility faced projected needs for and value from significant expansion of Mist
storage capability for an extended period. Expansion at Mist over this period (whether or not AtRisk) was justified by the integrated resource planning process, recognizing that development
would temporarily put some portion of the resulting capacity additions temporarily beyond utility
needs. The following central elements have existed for these At-Risk portions since their creation
and through today:
• Their investment and operating costs remain excluded from rate base prior to recall
• Ownership bears the risk of recovery of those costs from margins (revenues net of costs)
that management succeeds in securing from the storage markets in which Mist operates
• Customers receive a 20 percent share of those margins
• As needed, and in the amounts required currently, portions of the At-Risk Mist capability
can be recalled for use in serving core NW Natural customers
• Rate base expanded upon recall by the depreciated original costs of the assets.
• Ownership opportunity for market gains or losses remain, limited to the amount of yet-tobe-recalled At-Risk capability.
In effect, utility recall provides two benefits generally absent when a utility invests in gas supply
assets:
• “Just-in-time” capacity additions through the ability to recall just the amounts needed
presently and from a pool of resources designed to exist “in advance” of core utility needs.
• Reduced costs through the ability to bring the assets into rate base at their depreciated
original costs at the time of recall.

2. The Significantly Lower than Expected Pace of Recall
The integrated resource plans in existence at the time of original capital investments in At-Risk
storage capacity showed high utility gas-supply growth rates. Management’s expectations in
1999/2000 called for utility recall each year of Mist storage capability of about 20,000 Dth/day.
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Capacity developed at the Reichhold reservoir would provide 110,000 Dth/day of deliverability
from storage. Consequently, management expected recall of the full 110,000 Dth in At-Risk
Reichhold capability in about 5.5 years. The next major Mist expansion in 2003/2004 came at a
time of an appreciably lower rate of recall, given reduced expectations about growth in utility
supply needs. By 2007/2008, the annual pace of expected recall had fallen to about 10,000 Dth/day
per year. Even that halved rate of recall did not occur. Expected to be fully recalled in 5.5 years,
15,000 Dth/day of Reichhold storage deliverability remains unrecalled (some 16 years later). x
Utility recalls of Mist capability occurred throughout the past 16 years, specifically, in 2004, 2008,
2009, 2011, 2012 and 2015. The next table shows that NW Natural had 210,000 Dth/day in storage
deliverability for core customers when At-Risk storage expansion commenced. Utility recall of
95,000 Dth/day of reservoir and compression deliverability has brought “total available core
capacity” to 305,000 of the 515,000 Dth/day in Mist total deliverability. Thus, about 210,000 Dth
/day remains in At-Risk capability in 2017. Utility recalls have added about $6.0 million to utility
rate base (of the $67 million total invested by NW Natural) since 2000. xi
Mist Recall
Capability (Dth/day)
Source

Core 2002
Availability

2004

2008

2009

2011

2012

2015

Core 2017
Availability

Reservoir

210,000

20,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

15,000

30,000

305,000

Compression

245,000

5,000

10,000

15,000

30,000

305,000

Dehydration

315,000

Rate Base
Transfers

315,000
2004

2008

2009

2011

2012

2015

$1,180,274

$601,064

$648,541

$725,361

$1,024,492

$1,801,429

Total
$5,981,161

Mist Storage Development and Recall xii
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F. Margin Sharing Mechanisms
1. Mist Interstate Storage Margins
NW Natural’s report “Annual Report of Interstate/Intrastate Gas Storage and Optimization
Activities to the Commission sets forth the financial and “net revenue” results of: (a) Interstate
Storage Service (ISS); (b) Mist Optimization; and (c) Other Optimization. This annual report
calculates the customer margin sharing for each of these categories following its submission.
The process of sharing the margins produced by providing Interstate Storage Service (ISS) from
the At-Risk portion of Mist requires the assignment of the capital installation costs of storage
“incremental” facilities and equipment to the interstate storage business. Ownership bears the
incremental costs pending utility recall. Moreover, Net ISS revenue calculations subtract the
capital, O&M and administrative costs of the Mist expansion facilities funded by NW Natural
shareholders (i.e., not yet recalled) from gross revenues. The resulting net revenues then get shared
between utility customers (20 percent) and shareholders (80 percent).
Management records the interstate storage business capital investments in separate accounts from
those of the utility business. Management calculates annual depreciation, property taxes and
interest on the incremental, At-Risk investments. Management also calculates incremental payroll,
legal and other operating costs related to the storage business. For 2016, personnel-related costs
so assigned included:
• One full-time employee at the Miller Station
• One full-time scheduling employee in NW Natural Gas Supply
• One half of the time of the NW Natural Director – Gas Supply. xiii
Management allocates incremental capital and incremental operating costs to the storage business,
using these costs to calculate the “net revenue” to which it applies customer margin sharing
percentages. The next table summarizes the capital and expense assignment and margin sharing
calculations for the 2016 storage business. xiv
Commented [NWN6]: Confidential

2016 Storage Margin Sharing
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2. Optimization of Mist Storage
In 2002, NW Natural began realizing significant net revenue from the optimization of Mist storage
by a third-party asset manager retained by management. The next chapter details the services and
costs of this asset manager. Optimization activities included both portions of Mist capability - “rate-based” and “At-Risk.” At the time, sharing mechanisms in place provided customers with
only 20 percent of the margins from such optimization, even insofar as they involved “rate-based”
(i.e., not At-Risk) portions of Mist capability. Management recommended a change in the sharing
formula. The Commission Staff reported as follows in 2003: xv
… the company has added new language to Rate Schedules 185 and (Schedule) D that
adds a credit to customers for their share of the net margin revenues received by the
company for core storage optimization activities. These margin revenues are shared
on a 67/33 basis; 33 percent will be retained by NW Natural, and 67 percent will be
shared with customers through the credit provided for in these schedules. Beginning in
2003, the net margin from storage optimization will be determined by the
marketing/trading company that has the ability to accurately allocate the optimization
activities between storage and pipeline capacity activities.
Management has therefore applied a layered method for calculating margin sharing on Mist
optimization net revenues, in accordance with the Rate Schedule 185 changes:
• For the rate-based portion of Mist deliverability capability, sharing percentages are 67/33
(customer/ ownership)
• For the At-Risk portion, sharing percentages are 20/80 (customer/ ownership).

3. Mist Optimization Sharing Example
The following table, using 2016 data as an example, illustrates the layered approach to margin
sharing at Mist for optimization. xvi
Mist Optimization Example – 2016
Mist Optimization
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

NW Natural also calculates Washington margin sharing separately in the Annual Reports. The
2016 Washington share totaled about $744,000 for the ISS and Mist Optimization categories,
producing combined Oregon/Washington total margin sharing of $3,822,000.
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G. Benefits Produced by the At-Risk Mist Sharing Mechanism
1. Purpose in Examining Results to Date
More than 15 years have passed since the initiation of Mist expansion activities designed to meet
utility requirements, while providing to investors market opportunities to compensate them for
investment amounts not yet recalled and then included in utility rate base. We found it appropriate
to examine Mist expansion beginning around 2000 in addressing “how we got here,” recognizing
that our purpose for doing so involves forward-looking alternative sharing mechanisms.
Our evaluation compares actual results with historical and contemporary market expectations. We
did not make the comparison to re-evaluate what we believe to have been transparent, accepted,
and mutually beneficial sharing methods. Rather, we did so to provide a basis for determining to
what degree realistic expectations for customers and ownership have been met across the period
from 2000 to 2016 (e.g., do large imbalances exist?). An historical perspective can shed light on
whether balances or imbalance may exist, providing impetus (or not) to changing long-standing
margin sharing. Other considerations include whether Mist has changed operating characteristics,
operates in a different market environment, or faces changed investment requirements or
conditions.

2. Customer Margins Produced by Mist through 2016
The margin sharing calculations shown above have resulted in cash benefits through 2016 to NW
Natural customers through 2016 in the amounts we calculated. The next chart shows those
amounts. The total cash margin sharing benefit for Oregon and Washington customers from
storage and Mist Optimization has amounted to about $54 million over 16 years, which has come
in the form of credits to gas-supply costs billed to customers. xvii
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Customer Margin Sharing Benefit from Storage and Mist Optimization

3. Indirect Savings from Recall
Deferring recall of capacity until needed has avoided the “lumpiness” typically categorizing large
capital investments made to serve customers across multiple decades. Large, expensive
investments like those associated with Mist frequently require customers to pay from the start for
resources into which their utility supplier will only “grow” over time. The sharing arrangements
that have supported ownership “participation” in Mist have produced two sources of economic
benefit associated with what is akin to something not generally available in introducing such
resources - - “just-in time delivery.” The two benefits comprise:
• Keeping the costs of storage capacity out of rate base until needed
• Using depreciated original costs at the time of recall and placement of investment costs in
rate base.
The rate-based customer costs of recalled capacity ($6.0 million) represent marginally less than 10
percent of total Mist storage investments of about $67 million. Management made investments in
anticipation of eventual core-utility needs. Support exists for an argument that the absence of a
sharing agreement benefitting ownership would have produced less rapid Mist expansion.
However, had that been the case, customers may well also have lost benefits gained by continuing
depreciation pending recall, and perhaps even economics of scale in storage development.
In any event, growth in customer needs much slower than those underlying the pace of Mist
expansion substantially increased both sources of recall-based benefits. Investments stayed
entirely out of rate base longer. Moreover, when they came into rate base, they did so at
significantly more depreciated costs. We calculated the revenue requirements offset produced by
these benefits. Our calculation compared actual recall dates and cost amounts with those associated
with an assumed inclusion in rate base of the At-Risk investments. We calculated that differential
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as a $54 million revenue requirement benefit to customers from 2000-2016, resulting in a total
customer benefit from storage of about $108 million.

4. 2000-2016 Financial Results for Ownership
In the 1999 to 2000 period when considering At Risk Mist expansion, management estimated that
an initial capital investment of about $11 million would generate about
in annual net
storage revenues, with storage customers lined up for the first three years. xviii Rather than
employing the industry’s more typical investment hurdle rates, senior NW Natural leadership and
the Board of Directors evaluated short-term (pending recall) storage investments on the basis of
whether they would generate positive incremental earnings per share (EPS) for NW Natural in the
first five years (roughly commensurate with the time then expected for full recall to occur).
Management beneath the senior executive level also analyzed expected storage business returns
on an annual, return-on-equity basis. That method comprises a standard one for utility rate base
investments and was familiar to the NW Natural decision-makers. The minimum annual ROE
“hurdle rate” for the storage investments was
percent, with a heavy emphasis on the first three
to five years, given recall expectations at that time. xix
United States and Canadian markets witnessed development of other, independent, unregulated
storage projects in the same general time frame. A 2004 FERC Staff report, among other sources,
observed that developers tended to evaluate such projects using net present value, internal rate of
return and other discounted cash flow measures. Common expectations for unregulated storage
projects at the time set returns on equity exceeding 20 percent (on a discounted cash flow basis),
reflecting perceived market, geologic, and development risks.xx
Management originally envisioned interstate storage contracts as the only source of revenue
supporting storage investments. At that time, management reports identified a second source, Mist
optimization revenues, as “possible.” Analysis of Mist expansion, however, gave no quantified
consideration of this source. No such revenue had yet been realized, and management considered
it too uncertain to quantify in analyzing storage investments. xxi
We analyzed the financial results of the NW Natural interstate storage investments using the
“utility rate base method” (return on equity, or ROE) on an annual basis. This method, similar to
one used by NW Natural, reflects a utility method for examining a fully “customer-funded”
investment from the outset as an alternative financial means for Mist expansion. The net revenues
we used to model this alternative use the net revenues, after margin sharing, from interstate storage
and Mist Optimization actually produced, and described above. The results this alternative
generated varied widely over the 16 years from 2000-2016. Annual ROEs ranged from the
, and produced an overall weighted average ROE of about
percent over the
full period. Had we limited revenues to those only from interstate/intrastate storage revenues (as
originally analyzed by NW Natural), the weighted average annual ROE returns fall to
percent.
Modeled either way, these results met or exceeded the “minimum hurdle rate” criteria of NW
Natural, and provided returns in line with the expectations and risks that NW Natural perceived.
However, those considering investments in storage relying on markets more typically would be
expected to evaluate results under discounted cash flow techniques, as noted in the FERC Staff
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report. The utility annual ROE method places reliance on a regulatory recovery mechanism to
provide an opportunity for a reasonable return on depreciated rate base for the life of the asset - in this case 30 to 40 years. This utility return measure does not consider the substantial risks of a
shorter, temporary interstate storage investment period expected in NW Natural’s case. It also does
not consider storage market risks that lead investors to seek quicker paybacks than come following
utility investments.
Liberty performed various discounted cash flow (DCF) analyses that addressed the full 16-year
investment period from 2000-2016.

xxii

The negative DCF returns of the early years eventually gave way to offsetting returns for the much
longer time period enabled by the slower-than-expected pace of utility recall of Mist capability.

Storage IRR 2000 to 2016: Varies by Time Periods

NPV and Discounted Payback for 2000 to 2016: at 20% ROE
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H. Expected Future Results Under the Current Sharing Mechanism
1. Management’s Storage Forecasts for 2017-2021
Management provided five-year forecasts for 2017-2021 for the storage and optimization business
segment, which includes interstate storage, Mist optimization and other NW Natural optimization.
Prices expected to replace those set by interstate storage contracts expiring in 2017 and beyond
drive important expected variations when compared to historical levels.

We examined what overall effect on historical results would result from the application of
management’s forecasts for the coming five years. The graphics below illustrate the 21-year
review that results from this addition of the five forecast years. xxiv
Commented [NWN8]: Confidential

Storage IRR 2000 to 2021
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NPV and Discounted Payback for 2000 to 2021: at 20% ROE

2. Lower Recall Forecast
Management’s forecast shows recall of interstate storage deliverability increasing dramatically - producing 90,000Dth/day of recall over the three-year period from 2019 through 2021. Intuitively,
such a large amount of deliverability recall would seem to produce a detrimental financial impact.
Management also prepared five-year forecasts reducing the 90,000Dth/day to 50,000 Dth/day from
2019 through 2021.

3. ISS Revenue Ranges
Liberty also prepared a range of revised forecasts that varied the interstate storage revenue
significantly in 2019-2021.

ISS Revenue Ranges: Five- Year Impacts
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I. Storage Margin Sharing Alternatives
We sought to measure the likely impacts of changes in storage margin sharing, in order to provide
stakeholders with a basis for crafting and measuring alternatives. We analyzed the impacts of
alternatives for margin sharing on interstate storage and Mist optimization, utilizing NW Natural’s
five-year forecasts and current margin sharing as a base case. The specific alternatives and
variations we have modeled include:
• Continue sharing ratio to 20/80
• Set a $1 million floor on annual customer share
• Set a $2 million floor on annual customer share
• Change sharing ratio to 10/90
• Change ratio to 30/70
• Accelerate management’s forecasted 90,000 Dth/day recall (gives customers greater
exposure to market risks and opportunities)

1. Continue 20/80 Sharing Ratio
The first alternative, the status quo, or “base case” assumed continuation of a 20 percent customer
margin share for interstate storage and Mist Optimization for 2017-2021, using management’s
five-year forecasts. The following annual results show results the same as those expected under
the management forecasts that we discussed above.

.

2. Set a Dollar Floor on Customer Share
Establishing floors on customer benefits presents another alternative margin sharing method. We
modeled floors of $1 million and $2 million per year. Reducing the sharing percentage for
customers would comprise a typically corresponding measure for providing the certainty of a floor.
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We used a 10 percent factor for margin sharing on ISS and Mist Optimization net revenues.

Customer Margin Floors: Five-Year Impacts

3. Customer Margin Sharing Ranges
This alternative simply substitutes alternative margin sharing percentages of 10 percent and 30
percent for the current 20 percent sharing of interstate storage and Mist optimization.

Margin Sharing Percentage Ranges

4. Accelerate Utility Recall
This alternative would accelerate the 90,000 Dth/day deliverability recall from the forecasted
2019-2021 to 2017. “Accelerated Recall” would produce an immediate rate base investment of
about $14.7 million (90/210 of NW Natural’s current storage investment of $34.3 million). NW
Natural core customers would be taking on the increased risk of storage investments for an increase
in margin sharing of net revenues from 20 percent to 42.86 percent (also 90/210 of NW Natural’s
current interstate storage). The concept is that, in order to receive a larger share of storage net
revenue, core customers must invest in a larger share of the Mist storage capacity. The analysis
will determine if this is a reasonable risk proposition for customers, testing the concept with NW
Natural’s forecasts.
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A capital investment of $14.7 million in 2017 would require increased revenues from customers
of about $9.8 million over the following five years. This investment and increased revenue
requirements would entitle customers to margin sharing on ISS and Mist Optimization net
revenues at 42.86 percent (also 90/210 of remaining interstate storage investments), and increase
the percentage of Mist storage allocated to core customers to 76.7 percent.
. This result indicates that such an accelerated recall would be a
net detriment to future customer benefits, using NW Natural’s forecasts. More favorable interstate
storage pricing in the future could make “accelerated recall” a somewhat better investment for core
customers, but would require interstate storage markets significantly more favorable than forecast
by management.

5. Comparison of Alternatives
The amounts available for storage sharing in the future are smaller, especially as compared to other
(i.e., non-Mist optimization). Changing margin sharing percentages or establishing a $1 million
floor does little to shift dollars significantly. A $2 million margin sharing floor “moves the needle,”
but comes with a significant penalty to NW Natural’s future net income. For the accelerated recall
alternative, rate base investment costs may be greater than increased margin sharing for customers,
as shown above. It also transfers market risk from ownership to customers.
Overall, the data shows that continuation of the status quo will continue benefits for customers and
ownership of the nature and at levels that have produced roughly balanced results to date. A large
increase in the market value of storage would be required to alter these relationships significantly,
and warrant a material change from the status quo.
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III. Asset Management and Other Optimization
A. Background
The previous chapter addressed revenues associated with operation of Mist storage, focusing
primarily on interstate and intrastate storage services. Those services rely on the portions of Mist
not yet recalled for core utility service. That chapter also addressed revenues and margins produced
from optimizing the use of Mist. That optimization, performed by third-party asset manager
Tenaska Marketing Ventures (TMV) contracted by management, exploits both “sides” of Mist’s
capabilities - - the recalled portions included in rate base and the remainder, which can be measured
financially by the portion of depreciated investment costs associated with Mist capability yet-tobe recalled for use in providing core service (and thus remaining outside rate base).
Asset management and margin sharing have become common among local gas distribution utilities
across the country. The “split” nature of Mist, however, presents an unusual feature in that context.
The assets “managed” and the margins “shared” in the industry generally involve rate base assets,
which, applies only to a portion of Mist, from a financial separation perspective.
This chapter addresses optimization generally, which means that it focuses operationally on
activities performed by TMV, the third-party asset manager NW management has retained for
many years. A robust treatment of the financial and ratemaking consequences of asset management
requires consideration of the activities for which an asset manager earns compensation. The
compensation structure under which TMV has operated involves optimization of non-Mist assets,
which account for by far the largest share of margins produced from optimizing the entirety of NW
Natural’s asset portfolio, including Mist. TMV services, however, also include optimizing
frequently available capacity from two portions of Mist:
• Rate-Based Portion: capability excess to core customer needs in periods of lower than peak
core-customer demand
• At-Risk Portion: capability excess to storage-service customers served from the non-ratebased, yet-to-be-recalled portions of Mist capability.
Optimization of storage assets (where they exist) would ordinarily form, as it does here, part of
utility asset optimization, whether performed internally or by a third-party asset manager.
Deconstructing the Mist and non-Mist portions of asset management at NW Natural would
complicate the treatment of optimization, TMV’s role in it, and how the asset manager’s
compensation affects margins available for sharing. For simplicity, therefore, this chapter includes
a discussion of storage optimization - - producing some overlap with the content of the preceding
chapter. An important distinction to bear in mind lies in the purposes of the resulting repetition:
• The Mist chapter addresses optimization primarily to give a perspective on its role in
producing revenues and returns associated with the financial ownership “stake” in Mist
pending recall for core utility service
• This chapter addresses optimization primarily to compare sharing percentages with the
broad range of other sharing arrangements our work has identified.
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This chapter thus examines optimization activity risks, costs, benefits, and comparisons of
customer/ ownership sharing percentages with an extensive group of local gas distribution utilities
across the country.

B. Summary of Key Conclusions
1. Asset management agreements have evolved, expanding the scope of activities involved over
the several decades during which gas distribution utilities have commonly employed them.
2. NW Natural’s relationships and agreements with asset managers have developed in line with
industry experience.
3. Management has worked diligently to negotiate and improve the conditions of its asset
management relationships and agreements, but best practice suggests more frequent opening
of the relationship to competition.
4. Management engages substantially and effectively in day-to-day and longer term activities that
promote robust optimization of its portfolio of assets.
5. The relationship with TMV has clearly produced substantial value for customers.
6. TMV has taken a generally industry-competitive share of the total value it produces - - value
that it must produce to earn material compensation for the optimization services it provides.
7. TMV optimizes a comparatively robust range of assets, but not one characteristically different
from what we would expect, given the size and configuration of NW Natural’s portfolio of
supply and transportation assets.
8. TMV has proven particularly effective in optimizing activities associated with extracting and
marketing natural gas liquids (NGLs) from Canadian-sourced gas; those activities are less
common, not because it is exceptional to optimize for NGLs where they are found in purchased
gas, but because NGLs are not commonly found in gas at utility purchase locations.
9. NW Natural management remains well-engaged in overseeing the TMV relationship and the
asset manager’s activities, but again not to a degree outside our experience with the industry.
10. NW Natural management does not bear unusual risk associated with the optimization activities
that TMV undertakes and that management oversees.
11. Optimization comprises a core responsibility of prudent management by gas distribution
companies who, like NW Natural, have significant supply and transportation portfolios.
12. The core nature of optimization as a management responsibility presumably lies behind the
decisions by a significant number of states to apply all margins produced by optimization to
reducing core-service revenue requirements; i.e., not to share those margins with ownership.
13. That view has theoretical merit, but we observe that optimization takes active management,
constant attention, effective risk management, a willingness to explore and pursue as many
alternatives as market conditions permit, and a dynamic approach to identifying and
responding to inconstant market opportunities and threats.
14. This view, which emphasizes the complexity of optimization presumably underlies the more
common approach of sharing margins from optimization between customers and ownership.
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15. Our scope did not include another important form of optimization, which involves measuring
purchased-gas costs against some form of market benchmarks; all gas distribution companies
in Oregon engage in this activity, pursuant to processes and procedures determined in OPUC
Docket No. UM 1286.
16. We have examined optimization sharing arrangements across the country - - some from our
direct experience and others through an extensive set of contacts with knowledgeable public
service commission staff members
17. We conducted a very broad, nationwide survey of margin-sharing arrangements, against
which we could perform robust comparisons of NW Natural’s optimization sharing methods
and proportions.
18. Those comparisons demonstrated that the percentage share available to offset NW Natural
core-customer rates falls at the lowest end (least remunerative for customers) of the observed
range for jurisdictions that provide for sharing.
19. While many of the comparators do not operate significant storage assets subject to
optimization, the data do not demonstrate that those having such assets operate under a
sharing structure substantially more compensatory to ownership.
20. Moreover, we do not find clear how the existence of owned storage, with optimization managed
by an outside firm, would serve to increase internal management’s level of effort or risk or
ownership contribution of assets whose costs core customers do not bear.
21. A small number of jurisdictions allow sharing under a sliding scale of percentages, through
which the ownership share increases as total dollar margins produced increase. NW Natural
has such a sharing arrangement for its service territory in Washington, but not in Oregon.
22. Those mechanisms complicate the ability to measure the percentages that final, actual
customer and ownership shares produced at the companies for which we secured meaningful
data, but we are confident that the information we succeeded in securing and the assumptions
we made in applying sliding scales we found support confidence in the shares we present in
this report.
23. Reducing ownership’s share of margins to a level that would substantially diminish its
incentive to maximize optimization benefits would appear inconsistent with experience in
Oregon across a period approaching two decades.
24. Ownership has received from
for its share of optimization benefits over
the five years from 2012 through 2016, leaving, in our judgment, a fair degree of room for
reducing ownership’s share without substantially diminishing the incentive to maximize
optimization benefits.
25. Accordingly, meaningful opportunity exists for bringing NW Natural ownership’s share of
optimization benefits into significantly closer alignment with national experience.
26. Such opportunity exists even should stakeholders and the Commission determine that the
importance of maintaining a successful optimization track record merits a share above the
norm.
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C. The Use of Third-Party Asset Managers
Some gas utilities use subsidiaries of their holding companies, particularly where the parent holds
multiple operating utilities. Companies operating in this type of structure often use their affiliates’
gas-supply assets to serve their respective requirements, but also as a base portfolio of assets for
engaging in broader market activities. Some third-party asset managers operate as affiliates of gasproducing companies, which offers the ability to use their optimization activities for local gas
distribution utilities to sell more of their own gas. A third group of outside asset managers operates
independently of both local gas distribution utilities and producers. They specialize in gas
marketing and trading. TMV, NW Natural’s third-party optimization provider partner, exemplifies
this third category.
Outside firms specializing in gas markets can bring knowledge, resources, and contacts superior
to those available to a local gas distribution utility - - particularly one that operates outside a
holding company structure that includes a significant number of operating utilities. These
comparative strengths can enhance flexibility, produce economies of scale, and widen the
geographic and market reach of optimization, serving to generate additional revenues, while
moderating the risks of engaging in dynamic gas markets.
As a 2008 study for the Colorado Public Utilities Commission xxv noted:
Both the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and natural gas utilities
recognize the benefits from outsourcing, especially in the form of what is called
asset management. Late in 2007, FERC proposed rules … that would facilitate
asset management arrangements, recognizing their benefits in improving the
efficiency of capacity markets and transactions tailored to customer needs. The
American Gas Association (AGA), in comments before FERC, expressed the view
that asset management arrangements provide benefits by increasing the loadresponsive use of gas supply, increasing liquidity in the capacity markets, and more
efficiently utilizing capacity. (Pages 4-5)
The management of NW Natural has taken a similar view of the benefits of using a third-party
asset manager - - a view whose soundness our experience in the industry confirms: xxvi
As a Local Distribution Company (“LDC”), our focus and expertise was and still
is dedicated to acquiring gas and meeting the more direct needs of our customers.
While these typical gas utility activities require very significant knowledge and
skill, they are qualitatively different from the much more complicated and
speculative Optimization Activities … For this reason, the Company decided to
contract with a third-party wholesale natural gas trading company to partner with
on these new Optimization Activities. … The Company has found it important to
work with a national marketing/trading company because they have the capability
and expertise required to maximize the value of these Optimization Activities, as
well as the regulatory understanding to avoid potential pitfalls.
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D. Optimization Structure at NW Natural
Optimization of natural gas supply assets includes those activities that seek means to adjust
delivery routes and methods for gas supplies in ways designed to reduce costs without adding price
or reliability risks. Natural gas storage facilities comprise part of the supply portfolio of many gas
utilities. Optimization of such assets commonly involves injecting gas into them, and withdrawing
gas from them, in ways that offer advantage from differences in the value of natural gas at different
times and places. Storage managers can enhance the margins produced and mitigate risks involved
by buying and selling financial instruments related to the value of gas at different times.
Management describes xxvii NW Natural’s optimization activities as taking two forms, both of
which lower costs for customers, at the same time providing an incentive form of compensation
(i.e., above base-rate recovery) for the benefit of ownership:
• “Base” utility optimization
• “Enhanced” optimization.
Management performs base optimization internally, receiving compensation in the form of a share
of savings measured against an annually-established purchased-gas-cost target. TMV acting under
contract as management’s third-party asset manager performs the activities associated with the
second (enhanced) form of optimization. Direct ownership economic benefits from enhanced
optimization come in the form of a share of margins that those activities generate. The agreement
provides for compensation to TMV in the form of shares of those margins. After determining those
shares first, the remainder of the margins benefit customers and ownership in pre-set percentages.
The Oregon Commission settled many years ago1 the nature of, and ownership’s compensation
for, base utility optimization. Ownership compensation for enhanced optimization comprises the
focus of our work scope, as guided by OPUC Docket No. UM 1654. We present a brief description
of base utility optimization activities in this chapter to distinguish them from enhanced
optimization ones, and we report some aspects and results of NW Natural’s purchased-gasadjustment (PGA) mechanism as context for considering the overall economic structure created
by all sharing mechanisms associated with natural gas and means for getting it reliably to
customers.

1. Base Utility Optimization
Management applies the term “little o” or “first level” to the four basic types of base optimization
activities that it performs internally (i.e., not through TMV):
• Mix of purchases among the supply basins (and from trading hubs within each basin) from
which NW Natural buys gas (Alberta and British Columbia in western Canada, and the
Rocky Mountains in the U.S.)
• Mix of contract terms: spot versus monthly term purchases, base-load versus “swing”
supplies.
• Storage injection timing: daily, monthly and seasonal decisions, including possible winter
refill
• Storage utilization: decisions whether to withdraw from storage in lieu of making spotmarket purchases.xxviii
1

See, e.g., OPUC Order No. 08-504, issued in Docket No. UM 1286 on October 21, 2008.
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Management has also described its use on some occasions of a fifth “little o” category - - pipeline
capacity releases. These releases occur when management contracts NW Natural’s unused
capacity to third parties, subject to recall when needed to serve core utility customers.xxix Only one
of that type of arrangement exists presently. A long-term release entered in 1993 serves to share a
portion of NW Natural’s legacy capacity on Northwest Pipeline with Portland General Electric
(PGE). NW Natural has the power to recall that capacity for limited periods during the heating
season. Arrangements that create such a long-term division of capability do not constitute
“optimization” as we have seen the term used generally in the industry.
NW Natural’s PGA mechanism contains a provision addressing capacity-release revenues, but
management has not used it, preferring to place unused portions of pipeline capacity into the
enhanced optimization category, which falls under the responsibility of TMV.

2. Enhanced Optimization
Enhanced optimization activities rely upon the use of gas-supply assets assembled to ensure coreservice reliability at all times. Variability in customer usage makes portions of those assets
unneeded at certain times - - sometimes comprising major portions of the year. These portions
underlie the ability to make physical and financial transactions that generate margins (revenues in
excess of transaction costs). These margins benefit customers by offsetting the costs of carrying
the assets.
NW Natural’s experience has paralleled that of the industry generally, in expanding the scope of
activities that seek to optimize the value of the portfolio of assets required to serve core customers
under peak conditions. In the Company’s Direct Testimony in UM 1654, a NW Natural witness
stated that:
In the early years, these Optimization Activities included the sale and trading of excess
gas, existing Mist storage, and excess capacity on upstream pipeline contracts on the
Northwest Pipeline and other upstream pipeline systems. Later, as opportunities arose, we
added new wholesale trading activities such as the exchange of gas commodity contract
purchases at different trading locations (“portfolio” optimization), the use of off-system
underground storage contracts at Jackson Prairie and in Alberta, and the extraction of
natural gas liquids. xxx
Peak-day demands for gas distribution companies like NW Natural far exceed those that
management must serve on most days of the year. Meeting conditions expected on those “design
days” requires substantial gas-supply resources that include:
• Pipeline capacity to transport gas from production sites to local distribution company city
gates
• Storage capacity to allow gas purchases at comparatively low prices and withdrawal for
customer consumption at periods of high prices (which generally correspond to periods of
high customer usage)
• Peaking capacity from on-system facilities or from specialized supply services designed
for use on peak days.
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The ability to secure value from supply resources when they have capacity available has driven
the industry widely to develop programs and structures for supply portfolio optimization. Such
optimization began in the industry with off-system sales (often ad hoc) and simple capacity-release
arrangements. Expanding greatly, optimization by NW Natural and others has come to employ
sophisticated schemes that employ:
• Networks of pipelines to minimize the variable costs of gas transportation
• Physical exchanges that reduce costs
• Time swaps that take advantage of differences in the value of gas at different times
• Financial instruments to hedge risks in all types of transactions.
The enhanced optimization activities we encountered in our examination here conform to those
described in NW Natural testimony from about four years ago: xxxi
• Mist Storage Optimization: Using some of the ability to inject into and withdraw from
storage to buy from and sell to customers outside the utility’s system, when those abilities
exceed requirements for serving core customers. Storage optimization also frequently
includes the purchase and sale of financial instruments backed by the parts of the storage
system that TMV uses for optimization.
• Natural Gas Liquids (NGLs) Extraction: With gas purchased in Alberta typically
containing more NGLs than typical for pipeline-quality gas, management has had the
opportunity to extract and sell those NGLs for more than the costs required to make those
sales.
• Commodity Contract (Portfolio) Optimization: TMV uses exchanges to move NW
Natural’s gas to a location where has higher value, replacing it with gas bought at a lower
price. The sale and purchase locations for such transactions may include ones to which
TMV, but not NW Natural, has access.
• Pipeline Capacity Optimization: Through optimization services for other clients and some
of its own contracts, TMV has access to a network of pipeline capacity. TMV finds
occasions when it can use that network to reduce costs to all of its clients by aggregating
purchases, and then moving gas to them in manners that minimize transportation costs.
TMV sometimes can also use any remaining capacity to move gas for others, or to release
capacity (through short-term transactions) with parties that can make effective use of it for
their own purposes temporarily.
• Off-System Storage Optimization: In addition to Mist, NW Natural holds capacity in
Washington’s Jackson Prairie Storage Field. NW Natural also contracts for storage in
production areas (such as Alberta) when market conditions prove favorable. Those
additional storage resources permit the same kinds of optimization activities that exist for
Mist; e.g.:
o Inject into and withdraw from storage, to buy from and sell to off-system customers
o Buy and sell financial instruments backed by available storage capacities.
We find such activities commonly performed among the range of gas industry participants whose
operations we have examined. Provisions of the contracts between a utility and its asset manager
protect the reliability of service to on-system customers, most often by restricting the asset
manager’s access to the client’s gas-supply resources to the portions of resources not likely to be
needed under load conditions when optimization occurs. NW Natural’s agreement with TMV, for
example, restricts TMV to three billion cubic feet (Bcf) of Mist storage capacity in any year. xxxii
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Mist has a total capacity of 16 Bcf. The design basis for that capacity and its associated injection
and withdrawal capabilities seeks to meet NW Natural’s “core” customer 2 peak-day and peak
annual requirements, and those of its on-system and off-system customers for storage services.
Management has found that, in a typical year, the 3 Bcf TMV capacity limit and the attendant
injection and withdrawal capabilities will not prove required for meeting those customers’
requirements. Accordingly, it makes that quantity available to TMV for optimization.
NW Natural’s Gas Supply Department negotiates the terms of the asset-management agreement
with TMV, which then seeks to maximize value to NW Natural without threatening reliability
standards that management seeks to maintain for the benefit of core-utility and Storage Service
customers. The arrangement with TMV combines with NW Natural tariff provisions to produce
entitlements by three main parties - - customers, ownership, and TMV - - to share in the margins
produced by those optimization activities that the asset manager conducts. Moreover, these
provisions combine to induce both TMV and management to increase the margins achieved,
increasing benefits for customers as margins grow.

3. TMV’s Role and Responsibilities
NW Natural works closely with TMV to maximize the resources available for optimization while
protecting the reliability of service to its customers. Continuing with the storage example, NW
Natural will “tune” the storage capabilities that it makes available to TMV as the heating season
proceeds. When weather proves warmer than normal, NW Natural will make slightly more of
Mist’s capabilities available to TMV; conversely, colder-than-normal weather will require TMV
to work with slightly lower levels of Mist capability. xxxiii
TMV works with NW Natural to plan and conduct day to day activities. NW Natural’s Gas Supply
Department makes daily estimates of its customers’ requirements, and selects sources of supply to
meet those requirements. TMV then may make sourcing adjustments to capture any available
operating-cost reductions. TMV works within the limits set by NW Natural customer requirements
to use available resources to serve other markets economically. TMV assumes the risks of
operating performance requirements, such as pipeline penalty provisions, title transfer, liability,
and force majeure.
TMV also works closely with management outside the day-to-day context, seeking to identify
longer-term options for supply-resource acquisition, and negotiating arrangements for ancillary
services (such as NGLs extraction). TMV also works with NW Natural to identify and exploit
additional opportunities to generate margins. TMV optimization activities for NW Natural include
the following specific areas, and include the trading of related financial instruments to enhance
margins and moderate risk:
• Mist Storage Optimization
• Natural Gas Liquids (NGLs) Extraction
• Commodity Contract Optimization
• Pipeline Capacity Optimization
• Off-System Storage Optimization.

2

NW Natural’s “core” customers are its customers for utility sales service.
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TMV conducts these activities in coordination with, but separately from, management’s
performance of its utility gas-supply function. NW Natural’s Gas Supply Department carries out
those supply functions pursuant to its own reliability criteria, and under a PGA mechanism that
incents efficient and effective management.
TMV operates as a significant market participant in its own right, owning or controlling its own
gas-supply resources. TMV also has other asset-management clients in the Pacific Northwest and
in other gas-producing and consuming regions in the U. S. and Canada. TMV uses a broad array
of gas-supply resource networks to serve its customers and its asset-management clients reliably.
TMV’s business depends upon its ability to use those networks and customer resources at lower
costs (or with higher revenues) than its customers could achieve on their own.
Keeping in mind that our scope did not include an assessment of the effectiveness of the agreement
with TMV, but rather an analysis of sharing methods, we believe it is nevertheless clear that
management has created an effective relationship with TMV at a cost that produces benefits
commensurate with its costs.

E. Optimization Revenues and Margins
TMV’s reports to NW Natural detail the shareable margins generated by each activity performed
by the asset manager. The next table summarizes margins produced by activity for the last five
TMV contract years (April 1 – March 31). The table shows that margins from other sources have
far outrun those from Mist - - making any potential changes in sharing arrangements between
customers and ownership for those other sources far more significant economically for customers.
The total margins from storage optimization have comprised less than percent of total margins
produced by TMV optimization activities.
Storage and Other Optimization Revenues xxxiv
($ millions)
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F. TMV Compensation
TMV receives compensation commensurate with the margins its optimization activities have
produced for NW Natural and its customers.

Management began its relationship with TMV in 2005, based on a competitive solicitation. A later,
2009 competitive solicitation process retained TMV. Since that time, management has extended
TMV’s contract on a year-by-year basis until 2016, when the parties executed a three-year
agreement for contract years 2016-17, 2017-18 and 2018-19.

•

3

April 1 through the following March 31.
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G. Optimization Margin Sharing
Two separate mechanisms govern the sharing of optimization savings or margins. First, the PGA
mechanism flows through gas-cost savings. Second, revenues obtained under Rate Schedules 185
and 186 get credited against customer bills. xxxvii Different margin-sharing between customers and
ownership apply to each of these two mechanisms:
• PGA sharing of gas costs below targeted levels
o 90 percent to customers and 10 percent to ownership, or
o 80 percent to customers and 20 percent to ownership, at management’s election in each
year’s PGA proceeding
o This election determines the width of a “deadband” in the NW Natural’s Spring
Earnings Test.4
• Sharing of margins produced by enhanced optimization:
o 67 percent to customers and 33 percent to ownership for margins produced from the
use of Mist assets in rate base
o 67 percent to customers and 33 percent to ownership for optimization of all non-Mist
optimization
o 20 percent to customers and 80 percent to ownership for margins produced from
optimization of Mist assets not in rate base.
The preceding chapter explained the ownership financial stake in the portion of Mist capability
not yet recalled for utility use. This ownership contribution drives the significantly reversed
contribution ratio when compared with the rate-based portion of Mist investment.
A legacy (1993) long-term capacity release pre-dates development of the current PGA mechanism.
All margins produced by that release offset core-customer rates. NW Natural credits 100 percent
of revenues from this release against capacity costs when it develops the gas-cost target in the
PGA. Schedule P of NW Natural’s tariff provides for 80/20 sharing for other capacity-release
revenue, but such transactions have produced little revenue. Instead, NW Natural places all
available pipeline capacity into its asset-management arrangement. xxxviii
The Oregon Commission established the sharing regime for PGA savings in proceedings that
involved a broad range of stakeholders. The sharing regime for optimization began in 2000, as part
of the early arrangements to address accelerated investment in the Mist Storage facility.
Management revisions made in 2002 matched the PGA sharing percentage in effect at that
time. xxxix

1. PGA Sharing
The PGA mechanism allows NW Natural to retain (i.e., not flow through to customers) a share (10
to 20 percent) of the amount by which actual gas commodity costs fall beneath a cost target
4

The deadband creates a range around the authorized return on equity (ROE). If realized ROE falls within the
deadband when extra revenues from PGA sharing are included, the extra revenues go to ownership. If not, ownership
must share the excess with customers. For companies electing 80 percent/20 percent sharing, the deadband is plus or
minus 150 basis points; for 90 percent/10 percent sharing, it is 100 basis points.
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established annually. Demand cost reductions are not shared. Management must credit 100 percent
of the revenues generated by the legacy capacity release against supply-capacity costs in setting
the target. Therefore, the PGA effectively requires that all these release margins flow through to
customers.
The Oregon PGA mechanism reflects an “incentive” PGA that has found significant use in the
U.S. Studies of such mechanisms show some common features: 5
• Target total gas cost (“benchmark”) set annually, occasionally every two years
• Fixed-cost portions based on contracts, commodity portions based on market prices
• Careful specification of calculations. 6
The current Oregon PGA mechanism arose originally from a generic proceeding conducted in
1998 and 1999, with revisions in 2008, 2009 and 2010. NW Natural proposes its target by August
31 of each year. The target undergoes review over the next two months, and the finally approved
amount becomes effective for November 1. All parties have a full opportunity to participate in
those proceedings.
The following table summarizes results under the PGA sharing mechanism for the last five PGA
periods. Positive amounts represent savings; the negative amount indicates a year in which realized
commodity costs exceeded target. Ownership and customers shared the excess.xl
PGA Mechanism Sharing
2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016
Customer Share
$40.65
$2.48
$(21.58)
$21.11
$19.55
Company Share
$4.51
$0.28
$(2.40)
$2.35
$4.89
Total
$45.16
$2.76
$(23.98)
$23.46
$24.44
Millions of dollars

Management reported that it elected to share 90 percent of the savings with customers in the first
four PGA years, including the one (2013-2014) in which savings were negative, but changed to
80 percent for the 2015-2016 year.

2. Rate Schedules 185 and 186
TMV calculates optimization revenues under Rate Schedules 185 and 186, using its transactiontracking systems to identify the transactions executed for NW Natural’s account and to calculate
the margins produced by each transaction. Summing the margins generated by all transactions for
NW Natural’s account produces the sharable revenues amount. The terms of the asset-management
agreement (AMA) with TMV allows NW Natural to audit the asset manager’s accounting. NW
5

We have found studies on this subject by the National Regulatory Research Institute as far back as 1991. A somewhat
more recent article is at https://www.fortnightly.com/fortnightly/2006/02/natural-gas-procurement-hard-lookincentive-mechanisms.
6
The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission web site includes “Guiding Principles for the
Development and Implementation of Purchased Gas Adjustment Incentive Mechanisms” and a link to its PGA Policy
Statement. See https://www.utc.wa.gov/regulatedIndustries/utilities/energy/Pages/PGAIncnetivePolicy.aspx The
Oregon Public Utility Commission web site has a similar but shorter description. See
www.puc.state.or.us/Pages/whatispga.aspx
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Natural’s Internal Audit Department conducts the audits, completing one in 2011 and a second one
recently.
The first step in dividing the margins involves reducing them by the share to which the asset
management agreement entitles TMV as compensation for serving NW Natural. The agreement
provides a formula for calculating this compensation. The formula has changed over time; for
contract years 2016-17 and 2017-18 it provides that:
•

3. Mist Optimization Margins
After deducting the compensation to TMV (if any) the amounts assigned to NW Natural first get
divided between margins generated through: (a) optimization of the Mist Storage facility, and (b)
those generated by all other optimization activities. The Mist Storage margins then become divided
further between: (a) those generated using rate-based assets, and (b) those generated with the
portion of Mist assets not yet recalled (i.e., provisionally funded by ownership).
There exists no means for physically separating margins produced by these two sets of Mist
investments (rate-base versus not-yet-rate-base). Consequently, separation requires a calculation,
which occurs on the basis of the proportion of the storage field’s deliverability considered
dedicated to NW Natural’s “core” customers (i.e., customers for utility sales service) and ratebased, versus that dedicated to interstate and intrastate storage-service customers (the not-yetrecalled portion). The total margins produced get divided into two portions strictly on the basis of
deliverability. Recall drives that proportion, meaning that the share assigned to core customers
changes in those years where some amount of recall occurs or when deliverability might for some
reason change. For the most recent calculation year, the core customer share was 305,000 Dth/day
of deliverability (58.637 percent of total), leaving 215,000 Dth/day (41.363 percent) to storageservice customers.
Customer/ ownership margin sharing occurs for each of these two Mist deliverability portions, but
in different ratios:
• Rate-based portion (58.637 percent) - - customers receive 67 percent of the margins and
ownership 33 percent
• Not-yet-recalled portion (41.363 percent) - - customers receive 20 percent of the margins
and ownership 80 percent.
This method means that customers receive 67 percent of 58.637 percent of Mist optimization
margins, plus 20 percent of the remaining 41.363 percent. Summing these two components means
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that customers receive 47.6 percent of Mist optimization margins net of TMV compensation. Rate
Schedule 185 governs this element of sharing.

4. Margins from Other Optimization
Non-Mist storage, portfolio 7 and transportation 8 optimization also produce margins shared
between customers and ownership. Customers receive 67 percent of these margins and ownership
33 percent, both net of TMV compensation. NW Natural’s Rate Schedule 186 governs this element
of sharing. The following diagram illustrates this process, using optimization revenues from the
2016-2017 contract year:
Demonstration of Net Customer Share of Mist and Non-Mist Optimization

5. Results of Sharing Calculations
The next two tables show the results of NW Natural’s optimization margin-sharing for the past
five TMV contract years, listing TMV compensation, customer shares and ownership shares. xli
Mist and Other Optimization Sharing Results in Dollars

7

Primarily gas-for-gas exchanges, to take advantage of location differentials in gas prices. This category also includes
margins earned from natural-gas-liquids extraction.
8
TMV uses this category for off-system sales, using pipeline capacity under contract to NW Natural, and for shortterm capacity releases.
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Mist and Other Optimization Sharing Results in Percentages

H. Benchmarking NW Natural’s Sharing Percentages
NW Natural has provided testimony referring to “the incentives available to gas-only LDCs for
similar forms of optimization” as providing “reference points” for assessing the reasonableness of
NW Natural’s sharing proportions. 9 Liberty collected margin-sharing information from a broad
range of local gas distribution companies covering a broad U.S. geographic range. The information
sources include company tariffs, rate filings, filings with the U. S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), and, in some instances, discussions with company personnel and utility
regulatory body staff. The next chart summarizes the results of Liberty’s review of margin-sharing
experience.
Our review disclosed a variety of sharing mechanisms, including incentives for reducing the
weighted-average-cost-of-gas (WACOG) and mechanisms for sharing capacity-release revenues
and optimization margins. Some utilities employ only PGA-type mechanisms that focus on
WACOG. Others, like NW Natural, have such PGA mechanisms, but also broader sharing that
includes margins generated by optimization. A third group applies one mechanism that addresses
the sharing of both purchased-gas-cost savings and optimization margins.
Not all companies employ asset managers. Some perform optimization activities internally; others
employ an affiliate. In such cases, no asset manager compensation comes “off the top.” We have
observed instances where the use of an affiliate produces a single non-customer share, unifying
ownership and asset-manager rewards into a single, combined factor. When compared with NW
Natural, the absence of a third-party asset manager increases the effective shares going to
customers above the nominally-stated customer percentages reported. This factor does not indicate
a foregone opportunity at NW Natural. The commonality of asset-manager use supports a
conclusion that they bring added value commensurate with their added costs. We certainly
observed no failing in the performance of TMV or excessiveness in the compensation earned for
work for NW Natural.
Our comparisons sought to recognize factors complicating direct comparisons. First, we removed
any company with PGA-only mechanisms from the data. The local distribution companies
reflected in our data points include optimization-only mechanisms, like NW Natural’s. We also
included joint PGA savings and optimization margins that peg sharing percentages at the same
level for both benefits. Second, the data presented shows the customer/company split of

9

See pages 19-20, and Exhibit 103, Docket No. UM 1654, Witness Keith White.
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optimization revenues net of any asset-manager share. Thus, our comparisons come as close to
comparing the same things as the available data allows.
A third complication arises from the fact that some utilities operate under tiered sharing structures.
NW Natural’s sharing formula for Washington customers, for example, employs this structure. In
those cases, the levels of net optimization margins produced drive the ultimate customer/company
percentage splits of those margins. We also found cases where differing sharing percentages
applied to different optimization activity types. When we found such arrangements, we used
company reports to estimate the composite sharing percentages for all optimization activities
considered together, for the latest year that we could find. Most of the data reports 2016 conditions.
Commented [NWN10]: We recommend that any utility on the
chart be removed where source data was not provided.

Customer Shares of Optimization Margins

Each dot shows the customer share for the utilities for which we succeeded in securing reliable
data. A blue dot indicates the customer share of optimization revenues after removing any external
asset-manager share. The red square highlights NW Natural’s Oregon customer share. The
different colors in the bands in the diagram divide the data set into roughly equal “quartiles”. For
example, tan shading shows the 25-percent band encompassing the lowest post-asset-manager
customer shares we observed; green highlights the next-lowest 25 percent. Only one company
provides customers a lower share than does NW Natural in Oregon.
In considering the results of comparisons like the one at issue here, one needs to consider how
truly comparable the data points are; e.g., whether additional details might change relationships
among them. We considered it appropriate to assume that each company’s optimization activities
are those appropriate to its market circumstances. For example, companies that buy gas in U.S.
producing areas do not have NGLs extraction as an optimization activity because the gas they buy
has already been stripped of marketable NGLs. Other companies have pipeline-capacity
optimization arrangements that differ from those of NW Natural, due to the characteristics of their
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particular loads and service obligations. 10 Whatever each company’s optimization activities
include, the data plotted represents the public-utility-commission-approved sharing arrangement
for those activities.
Significant investment and market risk have characterized and continue to characterize the position
of ownership in unrecalled Mist capability. The same cannot be said for the optimization at issue
here. Core-customer rates provide for recovery of the capital and operating costs of the assets
whose value management optimizes. As do others, management here takes strong action to ensure
that optimization does not involve taking a market position. While some individual transactions
can produce negative results, there is not material risk that optimization on the whole will produce
losses. Moreover, customers share in losses from the small number of “losing” transactions to the
same degree they share in the many more that produce “wins.” The prevalence of optimization in
the industry shows that whatever risks it entails, commissions have found them to be within the
scope of normal utility operations.
We have examined the scope of asset optimization at many gas utilities. Comparing them with
what management does here, we have not identified any material sources of risk here that do not
exist elsewhere in our experience. We also did not find anything in the asset management
agreement with TMV or in our discussions with management and TMV about activities here that
suggest particularly extraordinary efforts to optimize. We certainly have no reason to question the
commitment of management to optimization or to doing so with due regard for risk. Neither do we
have any reason to criticize the performance of either management or TMV, although we do note
that our work scope did not include a management audit of performance.
We also note that the FERC has standardized asset management to a considerable degree. In its
Order No. 712, issued June 19, 2008, the FERC revised its regulations governing natural gas
pipelines to facilitate asset-management arrangements, among other things. 11 Those regulations
were further clarified in 2015. xlii As a result, the terms and conditions governing asset-management
agreements (AMAs) are generally similar. xliii

I. The Goal of Sharing - - The Customer Perspective
The purpose for rewarding management for optimization performance has substantial bearing on
determining its magnitude. Incentive mechanisms are common, but not universal. Many utility
regulatory commissions appear not to consider shareowner incentives a necessary element of
securing strong performance in optimizing utility assets. The data points from our benchmarking
activities show five of the 17 states plus the District of Columbia for which we have information
direct all margins from optimization to the benefit of customers. Presumably, they rely upon the
obligation to act prudently, leaving after-the-fact reviews of performance, where they even exist,
as the principal oversight mechanism.

10
Example: The New Jersey LDCs typically have a combination of in-house and externally-managed optimization
arrangements due to adjustments in their service obligations to industrial customers made as part of that state’s
Conservation Incentive Program.
11
Exhibit NWN/306, attached to the Reply Testimony and Exhibits of Keith White and Randolph Friedman in Docket
No. UM 1654, shows that the number of FERC enforcement cases related to asset-management-type transactions
declined dramatically soon after the issuance of the order.
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Therefore, one cannot consider a change that would flow all margins through to customers outside
the range of normal experience. After-the-fact reviews (particularly when accompanied by
periodic forward-looking examinations of supply procurement and management) can be effective
tools. Nevertheless, we place substantial weight on how the dynamic nature of natural gas markets
affects optimization. Finding and exploiting opportunities in such markets requires special
diligence, flexibility, sophistication, risk mitigation, and adaptability. It takes a multi-pronged
strategy and many transactions to optimize effectively in such circumstances.
Consequently, a positive inducement to do so has, in our view, substantial logic. It also reflects the
majority view among those for whom we collected meaningful data. Moreover, the significant
margins that NW Natural has produced under a long-standing sharing approach underscores its
value to Oregon customers. Whether a smaller sharing percentage for shareowners would produce
similar net customer benefit levels comprises a fair question, but our experience supports the use
of at least some meaningful level of sharing - - defining meaningful as a level that gives
management a clear incentive to perform at a high level.

J. Magnitude of the Incentive
The percentage that NW Natural ownership receives stands as a clear outlier among the population
for which we have been able to secure information. We examined the existence of any:
• Exceptional market uncertainties or dynamics (risks)
• Unusual optimization scope or activities (benefits)
• Asset or operating expense contributions by ownership (costs).
The existence of such distinctions could justify variances from the sharing norms our work has
disclosed.
Our discussions with management disclosed no exceptional risks. Management has in the past
offered testimony confirming this view. xliv We found no exceptional risks produced by the assetmanagement agreement with TMV. We queried management about risk through data requests
addressing the division of risks and responsibilities, xlv and we followed up responses to those
requests with interviews addressing the risk environment associated with optimizing under the
asset-management agreement. xlvi We did not find any risk exposure that, in our judgment, would
justify an unusually large share of optimization margins.
With respect to the question of optimization scope and activities, management directly observed
that it does not undertake activities that are unusual. Our review confirms this view. Management
does, however, believe that it pursues a range of optimization activities that, while typical, it seeks
out more vigorously. That belief is necessarily subjective. Without criticizing in any respect the
aggressiveness (with accompanying care) of management’s optimization efforts, we find it
difficult to separate in a tangible way the quality or intensity of its efforts from what we have
observed elsewhere. Moreover, even with the recognizably strong and commendable efforts that
management has undertaken consistently over a long period, there remains the question of whether
moving sharing mechanisms in the direction of more common industry experience would
materially diminish the strength of those efforts.
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With respect to costs, the assets at issue here all fall into rate base. Ownership contributes no assets
whose costs rate base fails to include. Investments in as-yet unrecalled Mist capability present a
different case, but one not relevant to the sharing under discussion here. TMV compensation is
effectively a shared cost already. We reviewed management’s operating responsibilities under the
asset-management agreement. Management remains directly responsible for operating the gassupply function for its customers, and in informing TMV about those operations. Management
stays in continuous contact with TMV regarding gas market conditions on and outside its system,
and about possibilities for current and future optimization activities. Compensation for
management’s activities in these areas comes primarily through recognition of the personnel and
related costs in its rates, and through sharing of gas-cost savings under its purchased-gasadjustment (PGA) mechanism. We did not find any operational responsibilities or costs that would
justify an unusually large share of optimization margins.

K. Alternative Sharing Mechanisms
We identified three main alternatives to the current sharing structure for stakeholder consideration:
• Increase the customer share from the current 67 percent to a more-typical 75 to 85 percent
• Take the asset-manager’s share from both Mist and Non-Mist Optimization margins, rather
than only from Non-Mist Optimization, as is done currently
• Introduce a declining-block structure into determination of NW Natural’s customers’
share, analogous to the declining-block structure in NW Natural’s AMA with TMV.
We developed a simple spreadsheet model to test these (and other) alternatives for their effect on
optimization margin-sharing at NW Natural. The next part of this section describes the model, and
presents results that it produced in tests designed to illustrate the effects of changing the sharing
structure pursuant to the variations identified above. While we present a limited number of
variations within each of the three alternatives, our model permits stakeholders to adjust them to
consider the likely effects of more variations.
We also note that the work shown below is quantitative in nature, and does not address any effects
that may occur related to a diminishment of effort or investment that could attend the reduction of
any revenues kept by NW Natural. Economic theory would suggest that a lower incentive could
result in less effort or investment by NW Natural in these activities. The Commission should likely
consider this aspect as it makes any determination to modify sharing percentages.
We explain below that estimating results of alternative sharing schemes is complicated. We
selected the three alternative structures listed above for testing. A large range of values for key
assumptions can be postulated. We have not done so, but we have constructed a simple model that
will permit Steering Committee members to do so, based on variations whose results they may
wish to consider. We first tested the three alternative sharing structures for a historical period:
actual results for the 2016-17 contract year. Going forward, two key input parameters will change:
• Total optimization revenues, and
• The Tier 1 tranche in the AMA with TMV.
Our tests used the following range of assumptions about total optimization revenues:
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A “base case” using a management-provided forecast showing significant declines in
optimization revenues over the next five years
A “moderated decline case using another management-provided forecast showing less
pronounced optimization-revenue declines
A “constant case” using actual 2016-2017 optimization revenues.

The next sections of this chapter describes our tests and their results. They include:
• Tests 1-3: Examine sharing alternatives with 2016-17 optimization revenues and
•

•

Tests 4-5: Examine sharing alternatives with forecast optimization revenues and
o Test 4: No change in sharing; sub-Tests A and B examine alternative optimization
revenue forecasts
o Test 5: Declining-block sharing: sub-Tests A and B examine alternative
optimization revenue forecasts
Test 6: 2016-17 optimization revenues,
o Sub-test 6A: No change in sharing
o Sub-test 6B: Declining-block sharing.

1. Designing a Model for Alternatives Testing
Our spreadsheet model simulates the workings of NW Natural’s sharing of optimization revenues.
Four features complicate that modeling.
a. Computing the TMV Share of Margins
The asset-management agreement governs the asset manager’s share. TMV’s compensation,
calculated as a share of total optimization revenues, changes as those total revenues change.
TMV’s share does not result from applying a simple, fixed percentage of the total. Thus, changing
total revenues for purposes of modeling potential future results must recognize that the percentage
going to TMV will change. However, if total modeled optimization revenues do not change, but
one distributes shares differently between among customers and ownership, the asset manager’s
share does not change. If, on the other hand, changing the Tier 1 tranche (as the TMV contract
provides for contract years following 2017-18), then TMV’s share will change.
b. The Washington Share
Computing Washington customers’ share uses revenues after removal of the asset manager’s share.
That calculation operates as follows:
• Take the sum of
o 100 percent of the first $1.5 million, plus
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o 80 percent of $1.5 million to $4.0 million
o 50 percent of amounts above $4.0 million
Multiply that sum by the proportion of NW Natural’s customers located in Washington
(currently 10.931 percent).
c.

The Oregon Share

Computing the Oregon customer share operates as follows:
• Divide gross optimization revenues (i.e., do not first deduct the asset manager’s share) into
Mist and Non-Mist segments
• Subtract the asset manager’s share from the Non-Mist segment
• Divide the Mist segment into the portion generated with rate-base assets (currently
305/520ths of the total) and the portion generated with non-rate-base assets (currently
215/520ths of the total).
o Multiply the portion generated with rate-base assets by 67 percent
o Multiply the portion generated with non-rate-base assets by 20 percent
o Add the two.
• After subtracting the asset manager’s share from the Non-Mist segment, multiply the
remainder by 67 percent.
• Add the resulting shares of Mist and Non-Mist revenues.
d. NW Natural Share
Ownership’s portion equals gross optimization revenues, minus the asset manager’s share, minus
the Washington and Oregon customers’ shares. The ownership portion does not require allocation
between Oregon and Washington; it simply consists of the remainder after deducting the asset
manager’s share, and the Oregon and Washington customers’ shares.

2. 2016-17 Results

3. Test 1: Increase the Oregon Customers’ Share

Test 1 Results (%)
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Test 1 Results ($ million)

4. Test 2: Take Asset Manager’s Share from Mist and Non-Mist Revenues
When calculating the Oregon customers’ share, NW Natural takes the asset-manager’s share only
from Non-Mist optimization revenues. Mist optimization revenues get shared by the different
sharing percentages afforded rate-base assets and non-rate-base assets, but NW Natural takes no
portion of the asset-manager’s share from those revenues. This test took portions of the asset
manager’s share from both Mist and Non-Mist optimization revenues when calculating the Oregon
customers’ share. Sharing for Washington customers does not differentiate between Mist and NonMist optimization revenues. We tested the following alternatives:
• Split the asset manager’s share evenly (50/50) between Oregon customers and the
Company
• Split the asset manager’s share between customers and the Company in proportion to the
amounts of those revenues before the asset manager’s share is taken.
We again used actual optimization revenues for the 2016-2017 contract year.
This test required changing the order of the sharing calculation somewhat. The current method of
Oregon sharing takes the asset manager’s share out before calculating the customer share of NonMist optimization revenues (67 percent). For this test, we reversed that calculation order,
calculating the customer share before extracting the asset manager’s share. We then split the asset
manager’s share as indicated: 50/50 for the first case, and proportionately to revenues for the
second. The following table shows the results.
Test 2 Results (%)
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Test 2 Results ($ million)

5. Test 3: Declining Block for Customer Share
The current Oregon structure does not vary the customer share of Mist and Non-Mist optimization
revenues as the level of revenues changes. A method used in other places (including Washington)
guarantees customers a base level of revenue, with sharing between customers and ownership of
revenues above the guaranteed level. We tested a declining-block approach using a guaranteed
level of $8 million to Oregon customers, then split revenues above that level 60 percent to
customers and 40 percent to ownership. The 60/40 split applied to instances where the 67/33 split
exists under the current structure. We tested this alternative at various levels of total optimization
revenue:
•

We needed to make several assumptions to apply this test:
• The current AMA remains, causing TMV’s share to change with changes in total revenue
• The current structure for Washington customers’ share continues. TMV’s share would
change with the change in total revenues, which would affect the amount of Washington
customers’ share, but not the method for calculating that share.
• Mist and Non-Mist optimization revenues each increase proportionately with total
revenues; i.e., if total revenues go up by 10 percent, then both Mist and Non-Mist revenues
increase by 10 percent, using their relationship in 2016-2017 as a base.
•

Our calculations proceeded as follows:
• We first calculated the Oregon share of adjusted Mist and Non-Mist revenues (multiply
by 0.89069).
• Next, we extracted the Mist share (16.9 percent) of the $8 million guarantee.
• We then split remaining Mist revenues
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o 60 percent to customers and 40 percent to ownership for the rate-base-generated share
of those revenues 12
o 20 percent to customers and 80 percent to ownership for the non-rate-base-generated
share.13
We continued to take the asset manager’s share from Non-Mist revenues. Accordingly,
Oregon customers’ share of those revenues equaled the Oregon share (0.89069), minus
the Non-Mist share of the base guarantee (83.1 percent of $8 million), minus the asset
manager’s share, times 60 percent.

The following table shows the results of this test. Each alternative used a base guarantee to Oregon
customers of $8 million. The difference among the alternatives thus lies in the amount of total
optimization revenue.
Test 3 Results (%)

Test 3 Results ($ million)

6. Test 4: Sharing Under Alternative Revenue Forecasts

12

305/520ths in 2016
215/520ths in 2016.
14
Previously in this chapter, optimization-revenue information has been presented as TMV presents it to NW Natural:
by contract year (April 1 through March 31). NW Natural’s forecasts are presented by calendar year, however. For
the calculations in this section of this chapter, we show actual results for the most recent contract year (2016-17), but
calculate test results by calendar year, in order to match NW Natural’s forecasts.
13
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•

15
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Test 4A: NW Natural Base Forecast, New AMA Sharing (%)

Test 4A: NW Natural Base Forecast, New AMA Sharing ($ million)

Test 4B: NW Natural Lower Recall Forecast, New AMA Sharing (%)

Test 4B: NW Natural Lower Recall Forecast, New AMA Sharing ($ million)

7. Test 5: Alternative Forecasts with Declining Block Customers’ Share
For comparison, we applied the declining-block sharing mechanism tested for 2016-17 actual
results in the previous section of this chapter, assuming:
• No change in sharing for Washington customers
• Oregon customers get a guaranteed $8 million of optimization revenues
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If Oregon’s share of Mist and Non-Mist optimization revenues exceeds $8 million, then
split the excess:
o 60 percent to customers and 40 percent to ownership for Mist rate-base-generated
revenues and Non-Mist revenues
o 20 percent to customers and 80 percent to ownership for Mist non-rate-basegenerated revenues.

First, we used management’s base forecast for optimization revenues. We put the forecast through
our calculation model for shares of optimization revenues, using the declining-block structure for
Oregon customers’ share. The following table shows the results.
Test 5A: NW Natural Base Forecast, New AMA, Declining-Block Sharing (%)

Test 5A: NW Natural Base Forecast New AMA, Declining-Block Sharing ($ million)

Test 5B: NW Natural Lower Recall Forecast, New AMA, Declining-Block Sharing (%)
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Test 5B: NW Natural Lower Recall Forecast, New AMA, Declining-Block Sharing
($ million)

8. Test 6: Sharing under Constant Revenues but Different Core/ISS Split
Our two final tests examined results in cases where total optimization revenues stay the same, but
forecasted Mist recalls occur. The recalls would serve to dedicate a larger share of Mist
deliverability to customers for utility sales service. Thus, the share of Mist optimization revenues
generated with rate-base assets would increase. The customer sharing percentage for the share
generated with rate-base assets amounts to 67 percent of optimization revenues; the share
generated with non-rate-base assets at 20 percent.
The table below shows the results under that case, which holds total optimization revenues the
same, but assumes Mist recalls of 30,000 Dth/day in 2019, 2020 and 2021. The
Oregon/Washington allocation comes from management’s base forecast, and the asset-manager’s
share is calculated pursuant to the latest agreement.
Test 6A: 2016-17 Optimization Revenues, Mist Recalls in 2019, 2020, 2021, New AMA
(%)

Test 6A: 2016-17 Optimization Revenues, Mist Recalls in 2019, 2020, 2021, New AMA
($ million)
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Test 6B: 2016-17 Optimization Revenues, Mist Recalls in 2019, 2020, 2021, New AMA,
Declining-Block Sharing

Test 6B: 2016-17 Optimization Revenues, Mist Recalls in 2019, 2020, 2021, New AMA,
Declining-Block Sharing

L. Analysis of Optimization Benefits Sharing
Our examination of the nature of optimization activities performed by TMV for NW Natural found
them to be of a nature and extent similar to what others would be expected to do given the portfolio
of assets assembled for serving core customers, and given the circumstances in which that portfolio
operates. The arrangements with TMV give reasonably typical roles to management and to TMV.
Where experience at NW Natural differs is in the comparatively low percentage share of margins
produced from optimization available to offset costs that core customers bear in rates for service.
The gap between what customers have available here is very large in magnitude and in the
percentile into which that percentage falls.
We determined that percentile based upon what we knew or learned about a very robust range of
U.S. natural gas distribution utilities. Not all of the details about their arrangements are knowable,
but the consistency of the data we assembled about sharing percentages mitigates the possibility
that further details would likely change NW Natural’s position much with respect to the rest of the
industry.
Given the lack of large risk involved in optimization and given the lack of factors that make
optimization materially more complex or challenging at NW Natural, we can postulate no reason
justifying a large gap between NW Natural and the rest of the industry. If the goal in Oregon
remains to provide a sufficient incentive for management to commit fully to asset optimization,
then the experience of our large sample group compels a conclusion that the prevailing view is that
a lower share for ownership will nevertheless provide strong incentives to maximize performance
without incurring undue risk.
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If significant additional in-house efforts or expertise were a requirement for the successful
optimization of NWN’s assets, greater justification for the share available to ownership would
exist. However, TMV provides that expertise and those efforts, and takes a share of the margins
generated as compensation.
We therefore believe it is appropriate for the stakeholders to look at changes that will retain a
strong performance incentive, but at lower costs to customers. Management and TMV have
determined the asset manager’s share of gross optimization margins through negotiations,
preceded in earlier years by competitive solicitations. We consider that share to have been
competitively determined. TMV’s management of the optimization of NW Natural’s assets
produces considerable margins. TMV’s share of gross optimization revenues did not appear out of
line with those for other asset managers in our experience.
We have presented three alternative sharing alternatives, and modeled their performance under
alternative forecasts of optimization revenues. We conducted our testing with a simple spreadsheet
model available to members of the Steering Committee. That model will support analysis of other
sharing alternatives and other assumptions that drive results under them.
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